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 Universalism and Fragmentation in Percussion Practice is an examination of the 

formation of percussion repertoire and practice within Western Art Music. Through historical 

analysis, cultural anthropology, and autobiographical ethnography, I seek to explore the 

relationships between percussion, liberal universalism, postmodernism, and neoliberalism. I 

argue that percussion practice has developed in line with the Enlightenment-values that have 

driven the development of Western culture, despite its typical claims to revolutionary origins and 

percussion’s historical portrayal as Other. I also argue that this universalism as it manifests in 

percussion has been comfortably married to capitalist production and neoliberal values. I 

ultimately arrive at a deconstruction of the universal as it pertains to the intercultural dialogues at 

play within percussion, and propose an alternative model to universalism in the form of 

fragmentation driven by lived lives and non-teleological aesthetic judgments. 
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Introduction 

  

My parents wanted me to be a pianist. They both play, and having immersed me in the 

beautiful sounds of Chopin and Debussy (on my mother’s side) and Bach, Beethoven, and Keith 

Jarrett (on my father’s side), they were certain I’d grow to love the instrument the way they do. 

By age eight, it was apparent that this would not be the case. How could I be expected to sit at 

the same keyboard and play the same music every day? And furthermore, I had to do it all alone. 

It seemed too much to bear. I suspect that, several years later when I decided to give music one 

more shot in the form of drums, I found myself more taken with them because of how social they 

were. My high school drumline was a found family at a time in adolescence when they are so 

important, and I quickly found a place as a drummer in a metal band with my friends. Far from 

the same eighty-eight keys confronting me every practice session, each piece in band or 

orchestra demanded I learn how to play a different instrument. I could listen to bands, hear their 

drummer, and think: “I want to do that.” My father likes to remind me that when he asked what I 

liked about percussion so much, that I answered “I get to play with everybody.” 

This paper stems from the belief that percussion is and must be a personalized practice. It 

is an art form that informs an outward facing life, a life that is always looking for new and 

unexplored roads to follow to their finish. What speaks to one will not speak to all, and a 

percussive life is ultimately defined by the choices that are made to nourish it. Too often these 

choices are made in the face of a culture that values efficiency and fluidity over friction, 

uniformity over difference, repetition over intervention. Large parts of this paper will read as 

autobiographical, which I hope will serve to illustrate that the conflicts and ideas at play, as 

much as they should be pondered and argued in the realm of discourse, are at play in immediate 
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ways, not just in my life but in the lives of every young percussionist. How will my generation 

orient itself to our art form’s history and our future in continuing it? Percussion is a personalized 

practice, but the issues at play within it are systemic.  

From the outset, the characterization of percussion as a of monolith, as a musical, and 

artistic activity that can be referred to with precision poses a number of complications. At first 

glimpse, the very fact that the act of music-making through the use of striking, shaking, or 

scraping is so ubiquitous throughout the world’s cultures seems to lend itself to the conclusion 

that percussion may provide one of the clearest glimpses available into what a universal art form 

may look or behave like. Indeed, it is a common pedagogical point that playing percussion will 

afford the performer the widest variety of musical contexts into which they may assimilate. A 

performer who plays drum set, for example, will have the technical expertise to perform in jazz 

combos, rock and metal bands, salsa bands, steel bands, etc. Being able to command the 

technical demands of playing drums seems to guarantee a career of varied gigs and engagements 

in numerous styles and genres. 

This phenomenon has largely led to the development of Total Percussion, a pedagogical 

model that has had a profound effect on the way percussion is taught and spoken about in 

American universities in the latter part of the 20th century. In the various literature written about 

it, a total percussionist is defined as one who is “capable of playing keyboard percussion, snare 

drum, timpani, and accessory instruments.”1 Essentially, a total percussionist is one who can 

remain effective and skilled across an array of Western percussion instruments, as well as the 

“accessory” or “auxiliary” instruments that can be added to the milieu at will. This latter 

                                                        
1. Micah A. Martin. “Percussion Instruction Beginning Band for Programs With a Single 
Teacher”. Percussive Arts Society Online Thesis/Dissertation Repository. March, 2017, 2.  
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category is one that is endlessly extendable as to its scope, and is reduced and distanced from the 

former instruments that may constitute a center, core, or fundamental (snare drum, timpani, etc). 

This paper could in part be said to be an interrogation of the implications of the term 

“accessory.” Total percussion as a term is itself rooted in the market, as the Percussive Arts 

Society Hall of Fame entry on Dick Schory, who is credited with coining the phrase, remembers:  

 
[Schory] saw the potential of percussion ensemble in building a market for total 

percussion. He hired friends in the percussion world to compose percussion ensemble pieces at 
the high school level and published them himself, selling them to the company as needed. The 
purpose was to create a market for marimbas, xylophones, bells, chimes, and all else in the 
percussion world previously sold in very limited quantities. Dick Schory saw the potential of 
percussion expansion and aggressively pursued it.2 

 

Total Percussion is revealed to be a market effort geared towards scalability first, and 

universality in pedagogical approach second, and as time has progressed these two factors have 

married to create the mainstream percussion culture young percussionists occupy today.  

It is here, perhaps, that a percussionist comes into contact for the first time with our 

epoch’s condition of artistic entrepreneurship. In her 2016 article “Neoliberalism and the 

Musical Entrepreneur,” Andrea Moore outlines the ways in which entrepreneurship has become 

institutionalized in musical establishments. To Moore, the valorization of entrepreneurship in the 

contemporary US economy has developed a practice of calling oneself an entrepreneur as “a way 

of building personal and professional prestige.”3 As a result, the definition becomes 

                                                        
2. Lauren Vogel Weiss, “PAS Hall of Fame – Dick Schory”, The Percussive Arts Society. 
2020.  
 
3. Andrea Moore. “Neoliberalism and the Musical Entrepreneur”. Journal of the Society 
for American Music. Vol. 10. Issue 1. February 2016. 33-53.  
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“increasingly elastic, and continues to expand to include labor and business practices formerly 

understood as occupying other categories of work such as sole proprietorships …and 

freelancing.”4 As arts institutions adopt these philosophies of labor, musicians find themselves in 

increasingly precarious positions. Marianna Ritchey observes that classical music occupies a 

particularly complex position, as its complex relationship with academia enables it to turn a blind 

eye to its own market-infused values.  

Ritchey outlines how the critical musicology of the 1980s and 90s sought “to break 

down…insular, elitist formulation of autonomy, which positions ‘serious’ music—implicitly, 

music made by privileged white men working within the tradition of European art music—as 

superior to the various musics of popular cultures.”5 In its place, critical musicologists argued 

convincingly that “music must be understood as a changing cultural practice conditioned by 

specific social, political, an economic realities, and experienced by listeners in myriad ways 

depending on time, place, and subject position.”6 Ritchey, citing Adorno, confirms that the 

utopian vision of an autonomous music is indeed an impossible one, as art made within an all-

permeating cultural system such as capitalism, despite its intentions, will in some way be about 

existing in capitalism, but that this utopianism was still upheld in many corners of American 

academia. Critical musicology succeeded in breaking up the stagnant patterns of its modernist 

predecessors, and in doing so enabled a revaluation of art music based on contemporary criteria, 

the developing philosophy of neoliberalism being one of them. The weakening of the old guard’s 

                                                        
4. Ibid. 
 
5. Marianna Ritchey, Composing Capital: Classical Music in the Neoliberal Era, 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2019), 8. 
 
6. Ibid.  
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hold on academia enabled not only unjustly marginalized voices to gain hold and representation 

in academic institutions, as was the intention, but also allowed elements of capitalism and free 

market values to gain access to formerly resistant spaces. More and more academic music 

institutions have programs geared at “Music Management”, “Musical Entrepreneurship”, 

“Commercial Music”, and “Music Industry.”7 Ultimately the university music school or 

conservatory becomes similar to programs in STEM aimed at equipping students to step out into 

the world to join the work force. These programs hold implications for the field of percussion, as 

it is within these institutions that the art form is largely studied, practiced, and its canon and 

culture affirmed. 

The obvious disconnect between the idea of music-school-as-job-training-program is that 

the arts do not supply the same kind of security of employment that the STEM or business fields 

these music programs emulate do, unless one is to pursue a career in commercial music. In this 

way, the music industry and consumer culture has entered academia on the back of well-

intentioned and timely cultural criticism, confusing the role in society that the institution is 

supposed play. Musicians then are placed in the economic landscape where academia provides a 

(decreasingly) safe haven from which to make art driven by public funding rather than market 

principles, though this engagement necessitates an engagement with institutions built on legacies 

of Euro-centrism and elitism. The alternative, however, is a classical musical world that, in its 

effort to escape its problematic history, has been subsumed by the market, and in many cases 

enthusiastically. Coming down from a history of holding itself above such crude behaviors as 

monetary transactions, classical music as a whole is just beginning to reckon with its new 

                                                        
7. I myself hold a BM in Music Management, a dual degree with a BM in Performance 
that I was encouraged to pursue in order to have increased job security upon graduation. 
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identity as a precarious labor force that is tied to commodity just as much as art. A percussionist, 

despite their seemingly chameleon-like ability to shift between styles and genres, is not immune 

to the precarity that artists face under capitalism, and are encouraged at an institutional level to 

assemble their own portfolio-based careers on the assemblage of skills and professional identities 

that they have managed to pull together, whether they do this through the channels of academia 

or not. This more often than not means seeking the widest and most marketable set of skills 

possible.  

The logic follows that the more instruments that a performer is able to achieve technical 

mastery of, the more opportunities for work they will be able to acquire. Therefore, it makes 

sense that the entrepreneurial percussionist is one who will seek to master the widest array of 

percussion instruments possible. Here is perhaps where we encounter the first point of pause: 

what does mastery entail in the postmodern era? In many musical cultures, musical mastery is 

often-times a point of lineage or heritage. Whom one has studied with, and whom they in turn 

studied with, are of paramount importance in orienting a musician to the swirling cloud of 

aesthetic and historical relational points that the postmodern subject finds themselves in. In art 

music, this relation is carried on from the artisan/apprentice relationship that characterizes so 

many musical practices, and is implanted into the body of the academic institution. Mastery, 

however, also implies not only the command of the traditional repertoire of the culture in 

question, but of a certain degree of innovation upon that repertoire. The particular tensions of 

this process are unique to each culture in question, and in art music, this process shines a light on 

the tensions that the value of innovation creates.  

Though this paper seeks to address concepts of universalism, subjectivity, and 

intercultural dialogue, it is of the utmost importance to remember that the percussionist, while 
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engaging with all of these things, is a member of the economy. To be more accurate, the 

percussionist is a member of multiple economies simultaneously. Proceeding from the work of 

Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing, and particularly The Mushroom at the End of the World, I seek to 

frame all of these interactions and engagements as parts of multiple supply chains and 

economies. Intercultural dialogue holds the potential to provide visions of what alternative 

models of engagement might be to the often violent and appropriative patterns that characterize 

much of human history in the capitalist era, and percussion is, at its core, a rich site for these 

engagements. 

The percussionist is caught in a number of systems that they have inherited. As they 

engage with a canon, the ways in which this body of work has been shaped by the culture 

surrounding it becomes apparent. In Part I, I explore how percussion as a practice of Western 

music begins as a representation of both a cultural and sonic Other to be reintegrated into 

Western culture as a celebration of European Enlightenment and its concept of universality. 

Despite the 20th centuries aesthetic impulses to question many of the harmonic-based hierarchies 

that had fallen into place over the previous centuries, I further contend that the iconoclastic 

figures such as Cage and Varèse who first brought percussion into the forefront have ultimately 

been revised and made to serve these same Enlightenment values. In the formation of the 

percussion canon for the sake of achieving prestige and recognition in 20th century music 

departments, percussionists had to frame their “great composers” in the same language of 

composers like Beethoven and Mozart, ensuring a continued practice of selection, exclusion, and 

Othering that maintains the centering of the work and experiences of white American and 

European men. 
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This repertoire is further complicated by the emergence of musicological and sociological 

practices towards the end of the 20th century that attempted to deconstruct the hegemony over 

musical thought and practice held by academic institution run by these European and American 

men. As the field and discourse was successfully broadened to include formerly marginalized 

voices, two ramifications ensued. The first is the framing of universalism in percussion not as 

something inherently European in origin, but truly common to all cultures. This argument is 

predicated on the ubiquity of percussion practices throughout the world, as well as the technical 

similarities they bear to each other that seems to enforce the idea of percussion as an art form 

that can be practiced cross-culturally: a truly humanistic art form. The second ramification of 

these new cultural movements is the continued insemination of market values into classical 

music practice, evidenced by entrepreneurial language and practices, continued fascination with 

innovation and progress, and an increasingly relaxed tension between art and commodity. Since 

Enlightenment values were carried along by capitalism itself from the outset, these capitalistic 

values of the new age ring comfortably in the ears of percussionists who have accepted the 

message of percussion as universal.  

Part II examines instances of repertoire that stand in as moderators of intercultural 

dialogue between percussion’s center and its marginal Others. Through examination of the 

pieces’ histories, performance practices, and my own engagements in working on them, I seek to 

disassemble their identities as pieces of Western art music that are in dialogue with the cultures 

they borrow from.  Instead I demonstrate that they build insular performance practices based on 

first contact, and then recursively construct cultures around the piece that have less and less to do 

with the Other it has borrowed from. It is this way that the performance practice surrounding 

these pieces is constructed similar to the way Orientalism is constructed as a discourse: these 
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practices set the terms and limits of what can be said and done, drawing borders and setting 

boundaries between any kind of authentic dialogue.  

The modern percussionist, therefore, is trapped by both a history of Othering and 

subsumption as well as the political and economic realities of a career landscape that becomes 

more and more precarious the more driven by market values it is. The percussionist faces 

disconnection and alienation from their craft on account of the movements of mass-production 

that separate them from understanding the origins of their materials: what Fredric Jameson calls 

a “Promethean inferiority complex in front of the machine.”8 They also feel it in relation to their 

own labor, as they are expected to pursue percussion with an entrepreneurial spirit, bringing as 

many Others and their respective cultures into their tool bag for the sake of cornering their own 

part of the market. This all must be accomplished while holding an amount of loyalty to the 

canon, held aloft for its universality, that enables them to legitimize themselves in the face of 

classical music culture. Percussionists are made to feel powerless as their repertoire is 

transformed into mere cultural objects to be unquestioningly imbibed and used as commodities 

to be sold.   

It is my position that any unmaking of these systemic patterns that stifle cultural dialogue 

and artistic growth must begin at a local level, and I identify this level as the realm of aesthetic 

judgment. Part III seeks to unpack the relationship between aesthetic judgment, communication, 

and discourse through the work of a number of thinkers and scholars, each proceeding from 

Kant’s original formulation not only of aesthetic judgment but of its relation to the universal. The 

first is François Jullien, who formulates that in the wake of universalism being revealed as a 

                                                        
8. Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, (Durham, 
NC: Duke University Press, 1991), 315.  
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distinctly European value, that new models of intercultural dialogue must be formulated that are 

not dependent on it as a guiding force. He instead posits that aesthetic judgments of the beautiful, 

which Kant describes as being inherently claims to universality, may provide a key, as subjects 

from different cultures can make the same claim towards an aesthetic object, but for different 

reasons depending on their cultural backgrounds. Unpacking these discrepancies uses the idea of 

universality as an impulse, but never relies on it being an endpoint. Discussions of aesthetic 

qualities therefore can be enjoyed for their movement towards something, but never arriving. 

Aesthetic judgment opens the gates of a process. 

Proceeding from Jullien, I specify that the aesthetic judgment in particular is not the 

classically defined “beautiful” that Kant formulates, but instead more similar to Sianne Ngai’s 

formulation of the postmodern category of the interesting. As an aesthetic judgment, the 

interesting has primarily to do with methods of communication, making it apt for constructions 

of dialogic models. The interesting is a unique aesthetic judgment in that it in-and-of-itself is not 

conclusive. A judgment of the interesting marks a point of contact, but it is a point that must then 

be oriented by the subject within a network or constellation of other points in order to be 

understood. These orientations can be changed based on new information, with the most 

interesting objects being those who can be placed in the widest variety of different networks. 

Therefore, a judgment of interest is a point in a process, and the particular judgment that I 

believe is most at play in the dialogue between a percussionist engaging in intercultural dialogue.  

What I believe is at work in the formulation of the Total Percussionist, the model 

predicated on percussion’s universality, is a type of Kantian model of self-constitution. To 

deconstruct this model, I turn to the work of Christine Korsgaard, who argues that an individual 

is constituted by their actions, and that actions can be put into tension with each other. The 
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inferiority-complex that comes from the figure of the Total Percussionist is one where the 

practical identities of the percussionist: marimbist, orchestral musician, practitioner of West 

African music, etc., are all held in relation to the absolute identity of the Total Percussionist. 

These identities are constituted through their actions, which the philosophy of total percussion 

predicates are all related, and therefore in harmony rather than in tension. I hope to demonstrate 

that the actions that are said to be in harmony are not actually actions that lie in dialogue with 

other cultures. Instead they are actions engaging with a discourse that has been constructed 

through a process of Othering and exclusion. True actions that engage with a culture, following 

from Jullien, will be formulated based on their differences with each other, and therefore brought 

into tension with the actions that constitute the other practical identities of the Total 

Percussionist. In this way, the Total Percussionist cannot be an identity that is actualized, 

because the constitutive parts, when engaging with genuine cultural dialogue, will pull away 

from each other. What I argue instead is a constitutive model that does not rely on a central 

universal figure, but one in which the individual identities constituted through actions pursued on 

the grounds of aesthetic judgments can be allowed to exist in free-play and dialogue with each 

other. I call this the Fragmented Percussionist, who is by nature unique and perpetually in-

process of becoming.  
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Part I 

 

Origins and Inheritances 

 

Representations and appropriations of percussion and the cultures they come from can be 

traced back to the very beginning of Europe’s identification of itself as a culture that lies in 

relation to its Others. The discovery of the New World by European explorers, as well as 

increased contact with Middle Eastern and East Asian civilizations made European thought 

strikingly self-conscious about what made it unique and set it apart from the increasing variety of 

humans that were encountered. Culture becomes spoken about in the language of space, with 

Europe as a natural center surrounded by Others at various distances. We see articulated in this 

period the beginning of a concept of the Enlightenment universalism for the first time: with all 

these different manifestations of humanity, what is it that we hold in common? European 

thinkers created a philosophy and taxonomy of humanity where the advancement from savagery 

to civilization is a progression which Europe itself is the farthest along: its universalism is 

dependent on having those who have not yet been enlightened. Europe, fashioning itself as 

rational and universally-minded, sits both at the cultural center but also the civilizational apex, 

and tasks itself with spreading its knowledge, justified by its Christian, patriarchal, and 

capitalistic doctrines. 

This distance that Europe creates between itself and its Others becomes embedded in its 

music at this time. Tonality as a system becomes codified in a way it had not yet been at this 

point, the distances between keys and modes echoing the metaphor of center and difference, and 

becoming wildly popular as a result of this relationship. Timothy Taylor writes that “early 
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modern epistemology made a place for an idea and its negation; in music, this is the construction 

of a tonic key and its defining opposite nontonic, in technical terms the dominant,” evidenced by 

the reliance of the theorists and composers of the time’s reliance “on metaphors of movement 

and space to describe the workings of tonality.”9 This language, coupled with the directional 

nature of tonality that can be construed as progress towards a goal resonated with the European 

philosophical trends of the time. “Tonality and its ability to create centers and margins were 

construed as natural, inevitable, stable, just as Europeans naturalized their selfhood vis-à-vis 

non-European Others.”10  

This relationship between tonality and distance, difference and non-European Other, is 

further cemented in the theatrical depictions of opera at the time. Characters who are 

representative of some kind of Other to the protagonists (who are often white, male, rational, and 

Christian) are often musically depicted through keys that are quite distant from the tonic of the 

protagonist’s, illustrating in as literal a way as possible the distance between these two sets of 

values. Consistent throughout the Enlightenment period is a particular fascination with the 

Ottoman Empire. Representing a power that is close in proximity, powerful in military influence, 

and decidedly non-Christian, the Ottomans represent an Other that Europe could distance itself 

from rationally, but nonetheless had to respect. Rationalization of this respect manifests in the 

portrayal of Turks as Others who could be rehabilitated through the use of European rationalism 

and values. Taylor discusses how portrayals of Turkish lords in the operas of both Rameau and 

                                                        
9. Timothy D. Taylor, Beyond Exoticism: Western Music and the World, (Durham, NC: 
Duke University Press, 2007), 27.  
 
10. Ibid., 28.  
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Mozart demonstrate a European triumph as the plot conquers the Turk through the power of 

reason over violence, with the Turk’s distant tonality being revisited as the music of triumph.  

What is fascinating is the way these key relationships evolve as the stories do. In his 

treatment of Mozart, Taylor observes that in Die Entführung aus dem Serail, the presence of 

Pasha Selim, Mozart’s noble Turk character, is accompanied by the sounds of Janissary Music: 

asymmetrical music accompanied by a battery of percussion that lends itself almost towards a 

form of parody of Ottoman military music. By the end of the opera, however, Selim has been 

somewhat rehabilitated by the male, European protagonists, the Janissary music is now a  

 

music of celebration rather than of parody only. Instead of merely celebrating Pasha himself, the music is recoded to 
signify celebration in general; this time the music celebrates the Pasha’s generosity and more generally the triumph 
of the Enlightenment values of humanity and rationality, so profound—and ‘universal’—that they can influence 
non-Europeans…This concluding musical code became so powerful that ‘Turkish’ music and its devices—cymbals, 
bass drums, tambourines, and melodic procedures—became potent signs of celebration, so effective that they 
continue to be recognized as such today.11 

 

Important here is the fact that “Turkish” is in quotation marks. Mozart and composers 

like him, after all, are not rendering any kind of faithful transcription of the music of the 

Janissary corps, but instead taking the instruments and presenting them in a kind of simulacrum 

that would be emulative to the ears of a European audience, but requires no actual engagement 

with Turkish musical conventions. It is here that I turn to Edward Said, who, through his 

invocation of Michel Foucault, engages with the concept of Orientalism. Said argues that in 

order to understand the history of Europe’s engagement with its Others, and specifically its 

engagement with them as an academic area of study, that it is necessary to understand 

Orientalism first and foremost as a discourse. “My contention is that without examining 

Orientalism as a discourse one cannot possibly understand the enormously systematic discipline 

                                                        
11. Ibid., 64-65.  
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by which European culture was able to manage—and even produce—the Orient politically, 

sociologically, militarily, ideologically, scientifically, and imaginatively during the post-

Enlightenment period.” Said goes on to explain that this system was so total in its reach that he 

believes “no one writing, thinking, or acting on the Orient could do so without taking account of 

the limitations on thought and action imposed by Orientalism.”12 Ultimately, engaging with the 

Orient comes under the stress of conforming to certain conclusions and truths assigned by the 

greater discourse of Orientalism, which is again informed by distance, Otherness, and 

superiority.  

Mozart and those who follow him are no exception to this rule. His production of Turkish 

music in his operas compounds the discourse surrounding Turkish music as it exists in European 

ears in general, until conceptions of the aesthetic and musical qualities are completely divorced 

from their original cultural material and mean something quite different. For example, to return 

to Taylor, he examines that a similar Turkish music appears in Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9. As 

Turkish music becomes synonymous with celebration, as we see in Die Entführung, this 

connection is more and more engrained as it is repeatedly utilized as a convention. In Beethoven, 

Taylor characterizes the appearance of Janissary music in Symphony No. 9 as a “meditation on 

joy, celebrating the decline of the Ottoman Empire and the triumph of European Enlightenment 

values. That is the most immediate meaning. But musical codes of joy came to rely on the 

devices learned from Janissary bands.”13 Music celebrating the joy of the conquering of a 

political enemy becomes, through time and recursion, the music of joy in the abstract. 
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The same way that distant keys and tonalities came to be elements which were to be 

inevitably reintegrated to the tonic key, affirming its power and universality, so did percussion, 

first in the trappings of Janissary music, come to extend this distance to timbre and rhythm. 

Naturally, however, as Turkish music became more and more familiar to European audiences, 

the less distant it felt. New frontiers were needed to expand tonality’s influence, and percussion 

provided the richest direction. By the 20th century the orchestral percussion section had expanded 

from Janissary instruments (who had themselves undergone major transformation) to include 

xylophones, bells, church bells, cannons, and, culminating in Mahler, a massive box struck with 

a hammer to symbolize death itself. It is in 20th century modernism that the question of 

percussion changes from what can be successfully integrated under universality, to how these 

elements can speak to each other. The result of this dialogue is the birth of the percussion canon.  

 

 

The Affirmation of the Canon 

 

This process of translation, domestication, and utilization is one that is continued and 

further articulated by the composers who are most often credited with the “birth” of percussion 

music as its own genre within Western music: Edgard Varèse and John Cage. Varèse’s 

percussion music of the 1920s and 30s,14 most famously the “first” work for percussion 

ensemble, Ionisation, occupies a revered position in the aesthetic lineages that Western 

percussionists compose for themselves. However, I place its primacy in quotation marks because 

                                                        
14. While not exclusively scored for percussion Amériques, Déserts, and Hyperprism 
represent a development of percussion activity that culminates in Ionisation. 
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in terms of temporality it was, in fact, preceded by the Ritmica compositions of Amadeo Roldán, 

a Cuban composer whose own percussion work predates Varèse’s by a number of years. Despite 

this indisputable fact of chronology, Ionisation is revered as the first, while Roldán’s works exist 

mostly as footnotes demarcating their technicality regarding Ionisation. The discourse and 

scholarship around the subject would explain this erasure as either a Euro-American-centric 

historicity that ignores the output of a composer of color in favor for one of 20th century 

modernism’s giants, or as a hermeneutic preference for the work of Varèse: his piece is simply 

more sophisticated and noteworthy than Roldán’s. Both of these perspectives are fraught, but 

also ultimately historically contingent. To understand this complex point in percussion’s history, 

understanding the figure of Roldán becomes paramount.  

Roldán was born in Paris in 1900 to a Spanish father and a mulata (mixed-blood) mother, 

and later went on to study at the Madrid Conservatory. He established a notable career as a 

violinist in Spain, including becoming a founding member of the Orquesta Filarmónica de 

Madrid, before returning to Cuba to further pursue his music career on the island.15 There he 

performed as a member of the newly formed Havana Philharmonic before becoming its director 

and conductor in 1932, a position he would hold until his untimely death at the age of 38 in 

1939. Under his baton, the Havana Philharmonic not only dedicated much of its time to 

contemporary music, but also brought about the Cuban premieres of many important pieces from 

the Western orchestral canon, including Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9.16 Roldán’s own 

compositional output reveals a blend of homage to the classical canon, coupled with rhythms and 

                                                        
15. John Richard Hall, Development of the Percussion Ensemble Through the 
Contributions of Latin American Composers Amadeo Roldán, José Ardévol, Carlos 
Chávez, and Alberto Ginastera, The Ohio State University Digitial Commons, 2008, 9.  
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timbres fueled by Cuban nationalism and its rich heritage of folk music. In the figure of Roldàn 

we see something quite distinct from the modernist sensibilities of his contemporaries: there is 

no desire to become a “bad boy of music” like George Antheil or to liberate sound à la Varèse. 

Roldán’s music is a music of time and place in that his mission was not concerned with the 

progress of music in general but in the development of classical music in Cuba in particular. We 

see this evidenced not only through his compositional aesthetic but also through his engagement 

as a director, conductor, and new music advocate. It is not without reason that two of Cuba’s 

most prestigious musical institutions--the Cuban national theater and the high school for the 

performing arts—bear his name.  

The seemingly willful omission of Roldàn’s rightful place as the composer of the first 

work for percussion ensemble is a complex matter, and one I would like to complicate further by 

positing that Roldàn’s erasure is largely the result of the untranslated and undomesticated 

musical elements in his works. Of the Ritmica pieces, it is No. 5 and No. 6 that are most at stake, 

as the previous four include a mix of non-percussion instruments, while 5 and 6 are entirely 

orchestrated with percussion. Roldàn’s pieces, though certainly composed, notated, and 

presented as concert works, are transparently presentations of traditional Latin American 

rhythms, complete with a son clave and other traditional supporting percussion parts. It this is 

transparent presentation and implicit celebration that, as John Richard Hall notes, has 

disqualified these pieces from being included in their proper place in the canon when measured 

by the metric of innovation. Hall examines how in their scholarship surrounding the piece, Jack 

W. Smith and Larry Dean Vanlandingham “imply that the instrumentation of the Ritmicas is not 

revolutionary because it includes mostly indigenous Latin American instruments and only two 

orchestral ones”, identifying a striking valence where something can only be considered 
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innovative when it is in service of Western music’s dominance.17 Even more striking is the quote 

from Georges Charbonnier: “[The Rítmicas] are quite primitive pieces on folkloric rhythms. 

Ionisation is of course the first piece of pure music for solo percussion born in the West and not 

referring to any folklore.”18 We are confronted with an appalling stance that in percussion, 

“folkloric” elements (whatever that may mean to these Euro-American-centric scholars) act as 

contaminants and disqualifiers for consideration, revealing a position that the most noteworthy 

art is that which succeeds in removing the elements of people and place from it. It is, of course, 

my position that it is not even possible for such an art to exist in the first place, and would like to 

demonstrate how even Varèse’s Ionisation, though not driven by folkloricism or nationalism the 

same way Roldàn’s pieces are, nonetheless is historically and socially contingent.  

As Steven Schick writes, “[Ionisation] is among the first and perhaps finest works of 

percussion music. However, I also believe that for anyone interested in the sociology of early 

experimental percussion music, and especially those interested in modes of immigration by 

which “foreign” instruments become a part of mainstream musical vocabulary, it contains 

important extramusical lessons.”19 These lessons, according to Schick, pertain to friction and 

dissonance. Once more evoking Western fascination with Janissary music, Schick notes that: 

 
The appeal of the cymbal was precisely because it was foreign. The dissonance that resulted from its early presence 
in Western music—its evocation of exotic culture and the sheer shock of its clangorous sound—provided the 
pressure for redefinition. Resolution of this dissonance meant that the new instrument was played in nontraditional 
ways in order to make it compatible with the sound world of the orchestra. Conversely, the new sound also molded 
the context of the orchestra—aesthetic sensibilities changed and new music was made in which the cymbal could 
find its place in mainstream vocabulary. The cymbal found a home in the orchestra not because its path of 
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18. Georges Charbonnier, Varèse, (Paris: Éditions du Seuil 1973), 93, quoted in Hall, 21.  
 
19. Steven Schick, The Percussionist’s Art: Same Bed, Different Dreams. (Rochester, 
NY: University of Rochester Press, 2006), 46.  
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immigration was frictionless, but because friction along the path provided the fuel necessary reconsideration and 
recontextualization.20 

 

 

It is this model of dissonance and friction from these intercultural interactions that form 

the central conceit of Ionisation, revealing not a pure mode of innovation, but instead the 

capturing of a historical process that had been at work for centuries. This process places Varèse 

in his historically contingent place. This place is specifically New York in the beginning of the 

20th century, working within a modernist and post-futurist aesthetic world surrounded by the 

cacophony of mechanized industry and adjacent to more cultures than any one person could 

come into contact with in one place in any other point in history. Ionisation is as much a piece 

about timbral dialogue and dissonance as it is about the approximation of industrial sounds 

before the advent of technology that would allow music to more faithfully capture the sounds of 

modernity. Varèse’s orchestration both extends Western music’s history of cultural borrowing on 

an unprecedented level (enabled by the diverse communities of New York City), as well as sends 

a statement about the relation of percussion instruments and their cultures with 20th century 

industry, evidenced by the placement of these instruments side by side with multiple sirens. As 

historical distance gifts us with the possibility of abandoning concepts of “innovation” and 

“pure” art, which have served as shields to the implication of Varèse’s piece (and much of the 

music that follows from Henry Cowell and the West Coast Percussion composers), we can now 

begin to unpack the relationship between cultural translation and the industrial production 

methods, a dynamic that we found ourselves embroiled in today. Through industry and 
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capitalism, the Others of Western art music are empowered to speak to each other in a way they 

hadn’t before. 

The percussion music of John Cage and his contemporaries, composed in the late 30s and 

early 40s, bears many of the same characteristics of Varèse: the amalgamation of various 

percussion instruments from multiple cultures outside of Western concert music, employed in an 

effort to subvert the primacy of conventional harmony that had sat atop its hierarchy for 

centuries. To understand Cage’s legacy, however, one must orient him in his own historical 

contingency, and specifically as a student of Henry Cowell. Cowell’s own work led to the 

formation of what is now referred to as the West Coast School of percussion composers, 

including Cowell, Cage, Lou Harrison, and Joanna Beyer. Stemming from Cowell’s fascination 

with timbre (which in turn stems from his early interest in the Peking opera he would encounter 

growing up in China Town in San Francisco), these composers took a particular interest in 

percussion as a medium, and identified the wealth of sounds that the various cultures that made 

their home in the United States could offer such a pursuit. Of these composers, Cage is perhaps 

the best remembered, but his legacy comes more from his work with indeterminacy rather than 

his percussion music of the 30s and 40s, which is all highly notated. It is this latter legacy that 

has positioned Cage as “the closest thing American music has to a saint”,21 and what has in many 

ways shaped the way in which his early music is considered. In the latter half of the 20th century, 

Cage provided percussionists with both the notoriety of a big-name composer who had written 

works of repertoire for the instrument, as well as a wealth of actual pieces. To groups such as the 

Black Earth Group and Percussion Group Cincinnati, these were works that could be treated with 
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the same reverence that a string quartet would treat the works of Beethoven, ironic as this is 

considering Cage’s own later aesthetic and philosophical stances towards works of music. 

Additionally, this repertoire played a part in the justification of the development of early 

percussion ensembles in music schools, previously relegated to playing supporting parts in the 

back of the schools’ orchestra. We are then in observation of three different John Cages: one 

who is the actual historically contingent and largely obscure figure working in the 30s and 40s, 

one who, through his philosophy and aesthetic approach, has become a “saint” of American 

experimental music, and one who is hybridized by percussion departments with regards to these 

early percussion works, which are afforded the reverence that is afforded Cage’s work post-

4’33”. As a result, there is a certain kind of cognitive dissonance between the Cage who 

adamantly resists canonization and a world of percussionists who desperately want to canonize 

him, buying into the way “great composers rule the society of the Music Building” and how the 

identity of the department is dependent on “the view of its repertory as centered on a canon and 

the relationship of the canonic works to the images of the composers who created them.”22 

It is here that I personalize this issue, both as a member of percussion departments past 

and present, and as someone who believes that this early music of Cage and his contemporaries 

is great music. Reconciling the impulse to treat these scores which I have such respect for with a 

degree of sanctity while also being conscious of and invested in Cage’s later commitments to 

indeterminacy and anti-reification has been an ongoing project in my own sense of identity as a 

percussionist and practitioner of experimental music. As a composer of repertoire pieces in 

percussion departments, Cage has not been immune to the forces of uniformization that afflicts 

the rest of the percussion world. Of the uniformizing tactics at play, Cage is most susceptible to 
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substitution. In the knowledge of his post-4’33” ideas, many percussionists treat his 

instrumentation with a degree of indeterminacy, believing it to be in the spirit of his later legacy. 

Bongos and congas are substituted for Chinese toms, a quijada is replaced with a vibra-slap, pod 

rattles replaced with a caxixi, a clave is placed on foam and struck with a mallet rather than held 

in the hands. Versions such as these are then produced by the social media machine which lend 

further allowance to future substitutions (a phenomenon we will see again in Part II regarding 

Xenakis). What results is something that certainly sounds like Cage, but, to those who have 

heard versions with the instruments Cage had in mind, is not the same. What is at heart here is a 

simple misunderstanding of Cage’s late legacy when transcribed onto his early works. What is at 

stake is a lapse from the “the becoming-musical of these sounds, in this event—into the 

generalized law of ‘any sound is musical.’”23 The result of this is similar to the perils of 4’33”, 

where “‘anything goes in but nothing comes out.’”24 What this approach fails to do is hold Cage 

accountable to the time and place that he made his choices in. Allowing choices of “any sound” 

in the spirit of his legacy ignores the very particular choices he did make. The impacts of those 

choices on the way percussion repertoire and culture deals with their cultures should be lived out 

in each performance. The logic of Cage’s compositions come to life through the cultural 

appropriations he chose to pursue. 

While my remarks on Cage’s percussion works may seem tangential, it is my hope that 

they will come into focus as a way in which dialogue with an instrumental practice through 

aesthetic judgment and connection can be utilized as a method of communication with other 
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cultures through their instrumental and aesthetic relations. I also hope that it frames the way in 

which the legacy of Cage has had profound impact on the collective psyche of percussionists, 

who have in many ways adopted his “Percussion music is revolution”25 as a mantra while not 

fully understanding the philosophical implications, or taking this revolutionary stamp on their 

practice as a given. The reality of course is that the culture of percussion’s relation to repertoire 

is historically and socially contingent, and that this contingency is only further complicated by 

the demands of the Music Department’s politics and expectations.  

I return now to the concepts of mastery and innovation. In Varèse and Cage, the avenue 

of innovation in the face of overwhelming harmonic domination was found by looking to 

cultures that had been traditionally Othered, whose musical practices often place harmony 

second to ideas of rhythm and timbre. Varèse and Cage borrowed, translated, and domesticated 

freely from the musical cultures of Asia and Latin America, showing a fascination and 

appreciation for the instruments’ sounds, but an appreciation not without agenda, as these sounds 

were then employed in the effort of subverting Western concert music’s conventions. Alongside 

this however, is the pairing of these traditional cultural artifacts with found “junk” sounds 

scavenged from industrial society: tin cans, brake drums from automobiles, door buzzers, and 

radios. The implication here seems to be an association between these scavenged sounds from 

industry and the instruments from other cultures, sublimated through the Western composer’s 

efforts into a rational, liberal humanist musical identity. Furthermore, unlike Roldán, Varèse and 

Cage never particularly demonstrate an interest in understanding the traditional contexts in which 

these instruments would be utilized, or necessarily even gaining insight into the lives of the 
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people who would use them. In the interest of liberating sound, the people from which those 

sounds have been developed by are cast by the wayside, their bodies replaced by white, 

American interpreters who more often than not had little prior experience with these instruments. 

Ironically, in their effort to escape from the conventions of Western music, Cage and Varèse 

reveal a continuation of the processes of Orientalism and cultural Othering that we also see in 

Mozart and Beethoven, the figures who personify the practices that Cage and Varèse were trying 

to escape from.  

Crucial to understanding the process of the subsequent canonization of these works is an 

understanding of the chronology of when this process occurs. It is worth noting that in the 20s, 

30s, and 40s, the music of Varèse, Roldán, and Cage were not unknown. Their pieces had their 

own lives in Cuba, New York, and elsewhere. The process of affirmation and forgetting came 

later, once percussion was vying to become an institutionalized area of study in schools of music. 

In achieving this validity, percussionists needed to point to the music that had been written and 

become available from composers of note. Traditional percussion music, largely orally 

transmitted and improvised, would not do. “Music to Music Building society is notated music,”26 

Bruno Nettl writes. “How a society transmits its culture, how a musical system transmits itself, is 

of enormous importance for understanding the society’s character.”27 Transmission, therefore, 

was of the utmost concern for early percussion programs, and the notated music of Varèse and 

Cage constituted a large amount of the body of written percussion ensemble music up to that 

point. Revealing, however, is that though Cage’s early music was eagerly adopted by percussion 
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departments throughout the country, his later percussion works, increasingly indeterminate and 

created through chance procedures, are largely ignored. It is here we see a selectiveness made by 

the beginnings of the percussion world about what was important to it. These indeterminate and 

radical ideas fall by the wayside in the search of legitimizing percussion as “serious” music after 

centuries of it symbolizing cultural distance.  

In their canonization, what are the practices that we see personified in Cage and Varèse?  

As stated above, as two figureheads of the 20th century modernist movement in music, even as 

their legacies have themselves become domesticated by the inevitability of time, they still remain 

figures whose stories are famed for their eccentricities and iconoclasms. Jameson writes of 

literature, but it holds true to music, that “[o]ne cannot too often symbolically underscore the 

moment in which the modern ‘classics’ entered the school system and the college reading lists. 

This was a kind of revolution in its own way, with unexpected consequences, forcing the 

recognition of the modern texts at the same time that it defused them, like former radicals finally 

appointed to the cabinet.”28 Cage and Varèse, symbolizing radicalness and difference in their 

time, were integrated as the bedrock of programs seeking institutionalization, beginning a long 

and complex history between percussionists and their confused legacy. Cage and Varèse’s 

revolutionary qualities extend in myriad directions as they engage with various musical mediums 

and practices, but in percussion they relate primarily with orchestration, sound, and, by nature of 

percussion, intercultural contact. The combination of iconoclasm and percussion has naturally 

developed a complex system where Western concert music acts as a type of multicultural 

cosmopolitan center surrounded by various frontier cultures. From these frontiers, Western 

musicians may borrow, translate, and domesticate elements in the interest of advancing their own 
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entrepreneurial careers as innovators within Western concert music. However, there is more at 

work than sweeping claims of appropriation and ownership. Tucked within these global 

borrowings driven by capitalist entrepreneurship and commodification lie micro-connections and 

dialogues, and it is within these that I suspect the unmaking of the more violent iterations of the 

systems may lie. 

 

Lines of Life 

 

I own a pair of Latin Percussion (LP) Matador Bongos. I purchased them in 2014 on 

eBay anonymously for fifty dollars. They arrived, neatly packed in a box, about a week after I 

won the auction. I never corresponded with the previous owner beyond this exchange, itself 

mediated through electronic anonymity. By the efficacy and facelessness of this transaction I am 

denied a history of the life of these instruments before I came into possession of them: who their 

players were, how they were played, and who heard them are a mystery to me. Though I 

purchased them “Used – Good Condition”, their life as far as I was concerned began when I took 

my keys and opened the cardboard box they were shipped in. When they arrived, they had 

natural skin heads on them. After a performance of Xenakis’s Rebonds, a colleague of mine 

hinted that the natural tone of the skin wasn’t able to cut as strongly as the synthetic heads that 

donned the drums in the rest of my set-up. He suggested I swap out these skin heads and replace 

them with plastic heads as well, and, respecting his opinion as an older and more experienced 

percussionist, and confirming that many others had done so via YouTube, I did. The next 

question: how to mount them so I could strike them with sticks? It was years before I purchased 

a proper bongo stand for them. I would simply take a snare drum stand and tighten it all the way 
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so that the prongs of its basket nearly touched. I would then wedge the middle section of the 

bongos between them, wiggling them until the fit seemed secure enough, and would adjust the 

angle of the snare drum stand to compensate for the precarious condition of the marriage. 

Eventually, I did order an official bongo stand: an LP Camlock Bongo Stand (LP330) for about 

$150, nearly three times what I had paid for the instruments themselves. After years of worry 

that one well-placed stroke would send my bongos toppling from the snare drum stand in the 

middle of a performance, I wanted to make sure I had gotten something sturdy. Again, about a 

week after ordering it, the stand arrived anonymously, my keys beginning its new life as they cut 

the womb of the cardboard box open. It was not long before I encountered a problem. Once 

placed upon the stand, the bongos came nearly to my chest, far taller than I could play 

comfortably with sticks and mallets, which at the time was my primary mode of engagement 

with them. Correspondence with the retailer I had purchased the stand from revealed that the 

stand is intended to be used by players who are integrating them into a set-up where they are 

played with their hands, as is common in commercial Latin music. The employee informed me 

that “they don’t work for multi-percussion set-ups unless you’re seven feet tall” and offered me a 

number of options that I could exchange my stand for. I was confused, because the reason I had 

ordered the LP330 was because I had seen my peers use them in their own set ups. Frustrated, I 

went through UCSD’s collection of stands to find something striking: every LP330 owned by the 

school had been crudely cut by nearly six inches, so that it could be lowered beyond where its 

manufactured state allowed it to go. Identifying the modification of this stand as a cultural 

practice, I too cut my stand, ensuring that I could no longer exchange it. In its modified form, its 

height fits my needs perfectly. 
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What I hope to illustrate through this partial and ongoing biography is that my bongos, 

which entered my life as an alienated product of an exchange-based economy, have shaped and 

been shaped by the very organic process that is my artistic and social life. They have become not 

just an aesthetic object in the abstract, but one that is inextricable from my relationships with the 

art that I’ve used them for: my interpretations of Xenakis are reliant on the qualities of my LP 

Matadors, as they exert influence and are influenced by the other instruments in my set-up. It is 

here that I am most acutely aware of percussion as a strata of ecosystems: on a material level as 

the sonic qualities of the instruments engage, blend, and call for modification; on a social level as 

my bongos become my bongos, and broadcast something very tangible about my aesthetic 

identity to my audiences and peers; and an economic level, as the various demands of these 

social and aesthetic demands for modification bring me once more into the network of alienation 

and exchange that circulates these instruments in the currents of capitalism.  

If we look at bongos, we see an instrument that exists simultaneously in its original 

context in the folkloric music of Cuba and Latin America, but also exists as simulacra in other 

contexts: in the percussion set-up of commercial salsa bands, struck by sticks side-by-side in 

Steve Reich’s Drumming, and assimilated ad-lib into the set-ups of percussionists around the 

world who choose to employ them as an instrument of choice in freely-chosen set-ups. How 

bongos are placed amongst other percussion instruments and “found sounds” offer an 

opportunity to demonstrate the performer’s ingenuity and personality. I imply here that the 

innovation complex I attribute to composers carries over into the individual percussion players 

who must construct their own orchestrations. Furthermore, we see an evolution in the qualities of 

the instruments themselves as they are transplanted into new contexts: in their domestication 

bongos are placed on stands, their skin heads replaced by synthetic ones so they will be weather-
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resistant and durable, their hardware modified to be easily tuned by a wrench, and often made of 

fiberglass so that their resonance can project in a crowded musical texture. All of these reflect 

back on modes of production: what was once a traditional Cuban instrument individually crafted 

by artisans now has this domesticated version mass-produced by companies based around the 

world. Still, perhaps the key to understanding and confronting this process is not about looking at 

distinct classifications and settings, but about the lives that coalesce around them. Anna 

Lowenhaupt Tsing’s writes of the mushroom matsutake, though it could very well be about my 

bongos, that “[r]ather than a class of soils, the picker scans for lines of life.”29 

A short examination of the development of percussion instrumentation begins to reveal 

clues as to the logic of translation and domestication. Any translation of an instrument into its 

Western context comes with challenges to be solved. In The Mushroom at the End of the World, 

Tsing traces how matsutake, a particularly resilient mushroom that holds a particular place of 

status in Japan, undergoes various identity shifts and transmutations as it travels along its supply 

chains, depending on who in question is handling it. Tsing further observes the way in which 

these translations shift the mushroom’s identity in relation to its commodification and exchange-

value, where in certain steps of the supply chain its value is purely exchange-based, and in others 

derives its value from other cultural factors and contexts. What Tsing hunts for is a picture of 

“disturbance-based ecologies in which many species sometimes live together without either 

harmony or conquest.”30 Tsing is very much concerned with the concept of progress, and 

particularly how it has been shaped by the capitalist mode of production. What if, she asks, we 
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looked at the livelihoods that are not concerned with progress, and learned what it is to “look 

around rather than ahead.”31 

To illustrate this change of perspective and motivation, she dives into the lives of the 

people who come into contact with matsutake at each of the steps of its integration into the 

economy: from Laosian and Cambodian pickers in the forests of Oregon, to conservationists in 

Finland, to collectors in Japan. In each of these instances, lives and cultures assemble around 

matsutake; each telling stories of how these people came to be in this position, and how they 

came to transform into members of this complex network. Important here is that for most of the 

groups that Tsing engages with, profit is not the goal. Instead, other modes of human relation are 

able to enter side-by-side or in lieu of profit: status, virtuosity, heritage, and identity are all fed 

by these engagements. Matsutake is built on these relations to its human counterparts through 

these factors exactly because its economy resists a focus on profit simply because of the issue of 

scalability. Matsutake is simply too particular in where and how it grows for it to be transplanted 

around the world. Tsing paints as its opposite the colonial sugar-cane, which “showed how 

alienation, interchangeability, and expansion could lead to unprecedented profits” and how 

“[t]his formula shaped the dreams we have come to call progress and modernity.”32 Still, she 

warns that “it would be a huge mistake to assume that scalability is bad and nonscalability is 

good…the main distinguishing feature between scalable and nonscalable projects is not ethical 

conduct but rather that the latter are more diverse because they are not geared up for 

                                                        
31. Ibid., 22. 
 
32. Ibid., 40.  
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expansion.”33 At stake here is not an ethical or moral dilemma outright, but a perspective that 

examines how these things relate to diversity. Tsing theorizes that it is amongst these diverse 

assemblages that clues to freeing ourselves from obsession with progress and the violence and 

precarity it has caused may be found.  

In her own explorations, Tsing discovers that entire modes of value creation; entire 

economies lay outside of and within capitalism, that it is a “segregated economic form among 

many.”34 Connection between these distinct economies is reliant on a process of translation 

between the different modes of valuation that these economies rely on: “Things, then, do not just 

have value in use and commodity exchange; they may have values through the social 

relationships and reputations of which they take part.”35 With this in mind, I think of the 

percussion instruments that I hold in my hands as I set them upon stands, or that I view as I 

browse through websites with the intention of expanding my collection. How have I constructed 

value around these instruments beyond their exchange-value, and what modes of valuation have I 

ignored or not noticed simply due to habits formed by the grips of progress? Every choice I 

make, I realize, forecloses on a collection of possibilities that even the scale and uniformity of 

capitalism cannot erase: valuation beyond exchange simply lies outside of capitalism’s ability to 

destroy it. Capitalism can influence these economies that lie beyond exchange, and can struggle 

to exert its domination as it has throughout history, but it can never fully command them. As a 

percussionist I am a translator between these economies, and I am far from a neutral party.  

                                                        
33. Ibid., 42.  

34. Ibid., 66.  

35. Ibid., 122.  
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Percussion as a practice is guided by these lines of life, buffeted along by the winds of 

capitalism towards alienation and uniformity, but also carrying along with it the frictions and 

lives that hint towards alternatives. Postmodern capitalistic domestication is reliant on a distance 

from history, substituting instead a history that can be made malleable for the purpose of 

marketing. Striking about this process of domestication and a-historicity is that even though 

these instruments, in the final analysis, bear only an ostensible resemblance to their original 

counterparts, the highest-quality (and most-expensive) domesticated versions are often marketed 

with language such as “traditional”, “classic”, or “folkloric.” This strategy reveals a type of 

postmodern self-consciousness, where a mass-produced society, alienated from its historicity, 

longs for a period of time where labor and production were connected and not purely at the 

service of international capital. As Benedict Anderson, Edward Said, and much of the rest of 

post-colonial thought has demonstrated, the construction of an ancient cultural Other outside the 

bounds of Western civilization serves the dual purpose of projecting the fears of the West’s loss 

of global superiority, and denies the dynamic and evolving elements of non-Western cultures (a 

practice imperative for a moral justification of imperialism). Instead, liberal humanistic 

philosophy paints the image of a static culture that must be uplifted and modernized by the 

benevolence of the West’s rationalism, Christian values, and force of industry.  

The antidote to this, as I’ve hoped to show, lies in the examination of the lives and 

ecosystems that exist in relation to, but outside of this process of cultural and historical 

reduction. I came about my bongos as a result of the exchange of an alienated commodity, and 

have since instilled them with a life that is far from alienated. It would be a mistake, however, to 

claim that my connection to the mass-produced simulacrum of an instrument from another 

musical culture is the same as engaging in dialogue with that culture, even if I were to play in a 
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technically authentic way. Dialogue and understanding go beyond technique, and the ongoing 

process of influence that germinates around my bongos illustrates that there is more at stake than 

the production of an authentic sound. How can we examine the lives these instruments have 

given us in a way that facilitates a critical dialogue with the modes of production and cultural 

translation that brought them to us in the first place? 

 

Looking Around, Not Ahead 

 

What I have attempted to illustrate here is the environment that a young percussionist in 

2020, the percussive subject, faces. The percussive subject has inherited centuries of history tied 

up in Otherness and Enlightenment values, driven by cultural borrowing with often bad-faith 

intentions, and the evolutions these borrowings have experienced as the culture around them has 

changed. Further complicating this is the canon that has been selected for them as members of a 

conservatory or school of music. We are told the works of Cage and Varèse are standards, 

evoking the similar kind of language that is directed at Beethoven and Mozart, casting them as 

pieces that are endlessly contemporaneous and applicable rather than the historically contingent 

cultural artifacts that they are. When our culture positions these pieces starting points rather than 

points in an already on-going process, they become severed from the vast amount of complex 

history that informs their creation in the time and place that they were.  

The 60s, 70s, and 80s saw a blooming of percussion programs throughout America, 

generating repertoire as quickly as possible and holding the extant pieces aloft so as to say to 

their fellow instrumentalists that percussion, always at the periphery, always a symbol of 

otherness, could “play nice” and become a citizen of the conservatory setting. The reliance on 
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this early notated music also set percussion apart from other improvised idioms like jazz and 

other World Music that percussion is featured in. Furthermore, classical percussionists 

comfortably occupied the center of a new system of space and distance, while keeping other 

percussion music such as gamelan, Ewe music, taiko, samul nori, etc., as its Others in order to 

once again demonstrate its belonging in the classical music catalogue and its Enlightenment 

values. From there a process reveals itself that is quite similar to Mozart and his depictions of 

Janissary music: the gradual integration of these musical Others into a concertized setting more 

typical of classical music could further serve as a demonstration of liberal universalism, which of 

course remains a distinctly European concept and value.  

It is largely this process that has given percussion the repertoire that it now has. However, 

as cultural criticism towards the end of the 20th century began to deconstruct colonialism, 

imperialism, and cultural appropriation, it was only a matter of time until eyes turned to 

percussionists, who in turn had reason to begin to feel quite self-conscious. It is here that I 

believe a degree of sleight-of-hand occurs, where percussion’s universalism was adjusted to 

represent not a uniquely European value, but instead universality in its truest, most abstract form. 

In this way, the placement of musical Others on a Western stage isn’t a triumph of European 

values as it once was, but a celebration of the greater human spirit. This is a position that holds 

as its evidence largely individual percussionists who have engaged in dialogue and become 

multilingual in their practices, some of which I will discuss in Part II. As well-intentioned and 

genuine as these individual points of diffusion may be, they have spawned practices that 

ultimately bear similarities to Said’s conception of Orientalism: a discourse that spawns itself 

while simultaneously limiting what can be said, recursively creating a field of study that has little 

to do with the thing it says to be studying. This recursive process creates simulacra of actual 
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foreign cultural practices, which appear to be able to be mastered by any Western percussionist, 

becoming yet another tool in a toolbox. It is here that capitalism and the entrepreneurial spirit 

enters the psyche of the percussionist who is told that not only can these Others be held within 

the palm of one’s hand the way a piece of repertoire can be, but that it is in their professional 

interest to do so. 

The modern-day percussionist faces a type of paralysis in the face of the postmodern 

sublimity or inferiority complex in the face of these global forces. After all, while here I’ve 

mentioned only the appropriation of cultural elements from Latin America and East Asia 

(conveniently wrapped up in the moniker “World Music”), the spirit of entrepreneurship in 21st 

century American artistic landscape also demands inclusion of musical styles such as jazz, Drum 

Corps International-style pageantry (deemed the “marching arts”), orchestral traditions, and 

experimental music practices that are all housed in the percussion department of the American 

university. As impossible as this sounds, postings of full-time percussion jobs in academia 

routinely expect candidates who can demonstrate mastery of many if not all of these styles. This 

expectation is reliant on two assumptions. Firstly, that all of these percussive styles can be 

translated and reduced to the fundamentals of basic percussion technique so that an individual 

can attain expertise to suit the demands of the job market. Secondly, this process of translation 

and reduction can be framed as a celebration of the fundamentally humanistic project that 

percussion is, as it represents a universal art form across the world’s cultures.  

As I’ve hinted at already, the translation of non-Western musical elements into a Western 

version based around rudimentary percussion technique denies a contextualization and friction 

that would otherwise impede convenient avenues of communication. Furthermore, this 

transmission is largely dependent on the agent who is charged with doing the transmission. 
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Ricardo D. Trimillos outlines that in ensembles of World Music, which percussion often 

constitutes, that “there are three major categories of instructor at the American university: the 

culture bearer (indigenous artist), the ethnomusicologist, and the foreign practitioner.”36 Each of 

these possible categories hold vast implications for the ways in which material is translated, and 

will birth irreconcilable differences in interpretation, knowledge, and method. And yet, in 

percussion departments, just a few doors down from the ethnomusicology department Trimillos 

addresses, this extremely complex network is ignored in favor of the pedagogical philosophy of 

Total Percussion. Percussionists are theorized to be able to master these instrumental styles based 

on their ability to master fundamental percussion technique.  

What is at stake is Western percussion’s canonical repertoire and the ways it shapes the 

minds and bodies of the percussionists who grow through it. These ramifications will no doubt 

shape the way new repertoire in generated, and in many ways already has. What each piece of 

our repertoire presents us with is not a text to be studied and embodied, but a potential mode of 

relations that the performer must bring into existence. In expediting easement of the tensions at 

work within these pieces regarding their relationship to interculturality, Otherness, and 

difference, the “problems” of a piece aren’t so much solved as much as the amount of potential 

within their relations reduced. This eventually congeals into a fenced off and neatly labelled field 

of study: the discourse or the practice. What I have hoped to show in my treatment of Tsing’s 

work is that feeding into the discourses and practices that define the modes of relation that a 

piece represents are countless micro-economies and engagements that effect how a piece is 

                                                        
36. Ricardo D. Trimillos, “Subject, Object, and the Ethnomusicology Ensemble: The 
Ethnomusicological “We” and “Them”, Performing Ethnomusicology: Teaching and 
Representation in World Music Ensembles. Ed. Ted Solís, (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 2004), 37.  
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brought into being in the performative world. Xenakis writes a piece and suggests some bongos, 

but I perform the work with my bongos, which have their own unique history and story that are 

interwoven with my own artistic identity. This artistic identity is articulated through the relations 

I bring into perception through my interpretation, which is held in contrast with other 

interpretations; other relations. What happens when the relations brought into existence by each 

performer become more and more similar as the discourse and canon are reified? What happens 

when an art form’s repertoire, and thusly its ability to make new repertoire, becomes 

impoverished? 

In asking us to look around, rather than ahead, Tsing challenges us to do something 

unidiomatic to what our culture has told us to do for generations. How can an art form develop, if 

not with the idea of progress in mind? Generation of new repertoire, while affirming for the lives 

that have a part in creating them, is not radical enough a practice to break from percussion’s 

history of materialism, Othering, and universalism. It is my assertion that percussion has at its 

finger tips a vast amount of literature that is already caught in the historical trends of progress 

and uniformity that the culture bases itself on. Rejuvenating this culture demands not just new 

additions to the catalogue of pieces, but a fundamental reconsideration of how we approach the 

extant pieces of repertoire that generations of percussionists have and continue to engage with. If 

new works are to be developed, they must be done so as critical reflections of this culture, and in 

many ways must resist the undesirable forces of canonization that try as quickly as possible to 

strip difference from their internal modes of relations. Only by reconsidering and reinterpreting 

the practices surrounding our repertoire can we develop a practice that allows a new generation 

of repertoire to be developed towards a goal other than an Enlightenment conception of progress. 
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Part II 

 

While it’s easy to speak of the broader cultural factors that have made Western 

percussion practice what it is, it is important not to forget the impact that individual instances of 

interaction have had on the development of the artform. In the dependence on a body of 

canonized repertoire in order to legitimize itself, the major project for percussionists in the latter 

half of the 20th century was expanding and filling out that repertoire to support subsequent 

generations. In many cases, the distant frontiers offered by Western percussion’s Others seemed 

like particularly fecund avenues of exploration, generating tension between the folkloric 

traditions that percussion as a practice is reliant upon, but that Western Enlightenment values 

demand it jettisons. How these tensions are navigated by composers, first interpreters, and 

subsequent performers are crucial in understanding the way these pieces are domesticated (or fail 

to be) by the Western percussion repertoire and its discourse.  

 In the pieces I offer in this section, I would like to highlight the various modes of 

interaction that take place between performer and instrument, composer and instrument, 

composer and notation, performer and notation, and how each of these factors relate both to the 

home culture that it is being borrowed from, as well as the Western culture it is being translated 

into. It is my intention to highlight how unique each of these developments are, and that 

subsequent interactions with new agents (mostly performers) will engender equally unique 

engagements. The mistake lies in interpreting these first engagements as the development of 

unchangeable performance practices and conventions, as much as Western musical practice and 

the forces of canonization dictate they become so. My analysis hopes to show all the ways the 

changeability of these pieces can manifest in the discourse. 
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 Throughout the interactions within these microeconomies of engagement are aesthetic 

judgments, and aesthetic judgments of a particular nature. This nature, as Sianne Ngai identifies, 

is the interesting: an aesthetic judgment that identifies the aesthetic object to be a point in a 

network of relations, but one in which the exact nature of this point is not yet determined, and 

furthermore one that can evolve depending on the context with which it is framed. Each of the 

dyads I identified above (composer/performer, notation/performer, etc.) are governed by these 

interested judgments, which in turn help to orient the performer themselves in the greater culture 

that they inhabit. The following case studies, largely informed by my own experiences as a 

student of these pieces, seek to illustrate the vigilance that is needed to maintain these open 

avenues of judgment and communication, lest they fall into convention and allow themselves to 

be dominated by the existing discourse that surrounds percussion literature.  

 

 

Le Corps à Corps 

 

 Le corps à corps (1978) is a work for tombak and speaking percussionist by Greco-

French composer Georges Aperghis. Aperghis is best known as a composer of experimental 

musical theater, founding the theatre company Atelier Théâtre et Musique (ATEM) and 

composing a wide catalogue of pieces that question the boundaries of music and theater, calling 

into question issues of notation, movement, and the nature of musical vs. theatrical acts. Le corps 

à corps is no exception, as the performer is required to both play the tombak, but also to perform 

vocal acts ranging from murmuring, to shouting, to reciting a surreal scene about a chariot race. 

The piece has become a standard in the percussionist’s repertoire, particularly in Europe, where 
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experimental musical theatre of Aperghis’s aesthetic has gained particular traction. Additionally, 

it serves as many Western percussionists’ first contact with the tombak. 

 The tombak itself is of Persian origin, and is featured heavily as an accompaniment 

instrument to the melodic instruments in Persian classical music.37 When a tombak player is 

foregrounded, however, they are often given free range to improvise, employing all manner of 

techniques that would be intrusive to the usual texture of the music. As a result, the tombak has 

seen significant development in terms of the virtuosic possibilities of the instrument, with 

notable virtuosos such as Naser Eftethah, Hossein Tehrani, and Bahman Rajabi developing a vast 

lexicon of techniques along with a comprehensive notational system with which to transmit them 

to future generations of players. The tombak, being an instrument most typically presented in 

improvised settings, has remained particularly open to development, not feeling anchored by the 

canon of songs and pieces that other Persian instruments often perform. With these developments 

come the possibility of Persian percussion ensembles, providing an interesting contemporaneous 

reflection of the Western percussion ensemble’s own development.  

 How can we trace the development of this classical Persian drum into the instrument it 

becomes in Le corps à corps? Integral is the presence of French percussionist Jean-Pierre 

Drouet, to whom the piece is dedicated. Drouet is known for his multi-instrumentalism, and is 

particularly credited with the development and popularization of the tombak among European 

audiences in France, having commissioned and premiered a number of pieces for it in addition to 

Aperghis’s. Still, none of these other pieces have been standardized the way Le corps à corps 

has. Drouet studied tombak with Djamchid Chemirani, a Persian percussionist based in Paris 

                                                        
37. See Poorya Pakshir’s The Social and Musical Life of Tombak and Tombak Players in 
Iran. Wesleyan University Digital Commons. Wesscholar.wesleyan.edu. May, 2018.   
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since 1961, and founder of the Chemirani Ensemble. We see a moment in time here where two 

cultural agents engaged in a dialogue unique to themselves, but from this dialogue spawned an 

entire practice based off of the work Drouet would go on to do as a result of this engagement.  

 To best illustrate this, as with the rest of the pieces in this section, I would like to paint 

the landscape that I see before me as a percussionist considering learning Le corps à corps in San 

Diego in 2020. When I first encountered Le corps à corps, it was in the context of a DMA 

lecture recital given at my undergraduate institution, the topic of which was the integration of 

“world percussion” in contemporary music. At the time I had no frame of reference for what a 

performance practice around this instrument, in this context called a zarb, was. I only knew that 

the piece was aesthetically interesting, and filed it away as a piece I might like to work on at 

some point. Already there was a point of confusion: the instrument had been referred to as a 

“zarb”, but I had also seen it referred to as a “tonbak” or “tombak”, and I was confused by the 

etymological variation. It was not until I began studying tombak myself with Keyavash Nourai in 

the Fall of 2019 that this was clarified for me: zarb is the Farsi word for “rhythm”, or “beat”, and 

is often used by Arabic speakers in reference to the Persian instrument in the effort of 

differentiating it (and not always amiably between the two groups) from the Arabic doumbek: a 

goblet-shaped drum typically made of clay or metal. The Persian tombak is one made of wood, 

and has a more acute goblet shape compared to its Arabic relative. In Aperghis’s score, the word 

zarb is used, though the instrumentation description is “pour un percussioniste et son zarb”, or 

“for a percussionist and their zarb”, a clear possessive rather than an accompaniment. “Zarb” 

itself has become an adjective in French synonymous with “bizarre” or “crazy.” With this in 

mind, Aperghis’s instrumentation could be read as “for a percussionist and their craze.” Before a 

note is played we are trapped in a complex intercultural exchange fraught with difference and 
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prejudice: a French piece for a Persian instrument named by the name most typically used by 

Arabs which in French slang is synonymous with a light pejorative.  

 It is possible that the tensions between Drouet, Aperghis, and their respective engagement 

with Persian music and the tombak in particular were resolved in some manner between these 

various agents, mediated through notational compromises, consultations, and the development of 

a performance practice. As a student of this piece in 2020, I am not privy to this process beyond 

my engagement with the score, which can be accessed for free on Aperghis’s website. My study 

of the tombak re-sparked my interest in Le corps à corps, though as I began revisiting the 

versions of the piece the internet had to offer, I couldn’t help but notice that the tombak sounds 

and techniques of the Western performers had only passing similarities to the sounds I was 

hearing in the classical Persian music I was listening to. Entirely absent, for instance, was the riz, 

a technique used through the relaxed splaying of the fingers on the head of the drum in quick 

alternation to give the perception of a sustained roll. It is, as Nourai explained to me, the most 

signature technique in Persian percussion playing.  

 It was not long before Nourai asked me in a lesson if I had heard of Le corps à corps, and 

asked if I would be interested in working on it with him. He told me that he was not a fan of the 

piece, partially because he was not interested in avant garde music, but also because the 

performances he had seen involved performers who, to him, had no idea how to play the 

instrument in a way that sounded at all appealing to a Persian ear. We discussed whether or not it 

was impossible for the piece to be realized through traditional Persian techniques, and decided it 

would be a project for me to create this version as best I could, complete with conventional 

tombak notation. With this goal in mind, I began working on Le corps à corps. My position is a 

place of privilege: I had access to a Persian musician who was enthusiastic about teaching me 
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tombak, and additionally enthusiastic about me working on the Aperghis. Most percussionists 

who work on the piece, I suspect, do not have access to these kinds of resources, instead tackling 

the work autodidactically, approximating the practice through the translation of other techniques 

(perhaps from the more common tar, riq, darbuka, or doumbek) onto the body of the Persian 

drum. Aperghis himself is merciful in his notation: he marks only high to low sounds on a staff, 

never specifying exactly what techniques are to be utilized when it comes to the actual 

performance on the drum. However, in the revised version of the piece from 2006 (the one found 

on his website), the work is prefaced with examples of passages along with the techniques that 

Jean-Pierre Drouet himself employed (Figs. 1A and 1B).38  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1A: Preface to Le corps à corps featuring Drouet’s techniques.  

                                                        
38. I have rendered here the official version of the piece which exists in English, though 
the original is in French.  
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Figure 1B: Preface, continued.  

 

 

The presence of Drouet’s editorializing compromises the generosity of Aperghis’s 

notation: we are presented with an authority who is confirmed to have direct contact with the 

culture from which this instrument is being translated, giving us the result of the decisions that 

he made. We are, however, presented only with the conclusions, and not with the preceding 

process that eventually arrived at them. It feels as though the answers to a test have been given, 

but the material of the test not actually engaged with and internalized. With Drouet being the 

influential character in French percussion that he is, even without the presence of his techniques 

in Aperghis’s official score, his work becomes the bedrock of what a Western tombak practice 

looks like, even down to the fact that most people in Europe and North America today call the 

instrument a zarb. When a Western percussionist with no other contact with the tombak begins to 

learn Le corps à corps, they are engaging with a work descended from but entirely separate from 

any sort of Persian music tradition or aesthetic: there becomes a pocket-culture surrounding the 

tombak, akin to Said’s Orientalist discourse, that is no longer reliant on any Persian authority 
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besides the actual craftsmanship of the instrument. How long, I wonder, before Remo or Meinl 

make their first zarb? 

 In beginning work on the piece, I decided to disregard Drouet’s techniques in order to 

create my own version based on the techniques I had been studying outside the context of Le 

corps à corps. I have supplied my own version of the passages featured in Aperghis/Drouet’s 

preface, rendered in conventional tombak notation (Figures A and 2B).  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2A: My notation of Aperghis’s prefaced passages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2B: My notation of Aperghis’s prefaced passages, continued.  
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My techniques, though composed in relation to Aperghis’s notation, would appear 

baffling to most Western percussionists, but would be easily interpreted by any Persian tombak 

player. I realized that, armed as I was with a conventional notational system for a piece that 

otherwise does not have one, other students of this piece who are not literate in conventional 

tombak notation must have to invent their own systems to remember how they orchestrated 

Aperghis’s notation. The only alternative would be to borrow from teachers and peers who had 

already done so. The issue of notation rears its head in full force here: my notation would be 

considered more authentic to indigenous practitioners of the instrument this piece was written 

for, but baffling to most of the musicians who would actually engage with this piece. My 

notation therefore becomes simultaneously more standardizing, in that it can theoretically be 

sight read, but also more alienating in that the musicians who could sight read it are generally not 

the musicians who would need or want to. For the Western percussionists who perform Le corps 

à corps, where do they turn to when facing a lack of literacy in a conventional notational system 

created by the native practitioners of the instrument? 

 The issue becomes one about the way notation facilitates both access and inheritance. 

Students of Le corps à corps will instruct themselves on tombak technique if they do not have 

access to a teacher with legitimate expertise.39 This autodidactic research most likely consists of 

two sources: versions of Aperghis’s piece that are publicly available on the internet, and classical 

Persian tombak performances found online. The latter becomes inscrutable rather quickly: unless 

you know exactly what you’re looking for, it is very difficult to search due to Farsi’s unique 

alphabet, and the tombak’s own technical language, even when translated into English, does not 

account for the motoric complexity of the actions. Furthermore, tombak players themselves come 

                                                        
39. Again, we are reminded of the implications of Trimillos’s instructional categories. 
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in a wide range of skills, abilities, and styles. Like any musical culture, there are schools of 

thought and biases. Again, if you don’t know the names of reputable tombak players, how will 

you know for sure that what you’re using as a reference is quality? Lastly, my own work in 

transcribing tombak solos assures me that, without a conventional notational lexicon and months 

of study, trying to learn tombak techniques from virtuosic show pieces on the internet would be 

impossible, as the techniques are so nuanced as to require months of development with daily 

practice even with the tools at hand to learn them. Facing the obstinacy of this process, students 

will logically turn to other Western musicians who have had varying degrees of contact with this 

system, which, again, is more often than not exclusive to performances of Le corps à corps. It is 

here that we encounter the idea of inheritance as it impacts the study of repertoire: faced with the 

friction of cultural dialogue coupled with a lack of access to the culture one wishes to engage 

with, the friction is removed by proceeding generations who base their practices off of figures 

who claim authority and ownership over these intercultural practices, whether this authority is 

well-supported or not. For example: Jean-Pierre Drouet has made a career and a life out of 

building a relationship with the tombak, which has resulted in the production of a major piece of 

repertoire, Le corps à corps. He becomes what Steven Schick would call the “Alpha” performer 

of the work, and therefore the practice that is birthed from it.40 I would like to invent, for the sake 

of my argument, the character of the first percussionist to study Le corps à corps who has had 

zero contact with classical Persian music, similar to Schick’s “Beta” performer. Because of the 

complexities of accessing Persian music, they are likely to base their own tombak technique on 

whatever contact they can have with Drouet’s. Drouet’s, however, is already a synthesis of his 

                                                        
40. Steven Schick, “Meandering”, The Modern Percussion Revolution, Ed. Gustavo 
Aguilar and Kevin Lewis. (New York: Routledge), 2014, 201-215. 
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own musical culture in dialogue with Persian music, so the student’s intercultural dialogue, 

something they may very well believe to be in position to something authentically Persian, is 

instead a dialogue with an already translated cultural practice. As the interpretive practice of Le 

corps à corps develops further and further from Drouet’s original point of contact, these 

recursive dialogues create a culture and practice of the piece intertwined with an instrument that, 

when viewed from the culture the instrument is indigenous to, does not appear to have any 

resemblance. Through this distillation process, what began as intercultural dialogue begins to 

look more and more like appropriation.  

 In this way, Aperghis’s vague notation does both a service and a disservice to his piece. 

Performers are encouraged to bring their own knowledge of the instrument to the score to make a 

version of the piece that is authentic to their own practice. However, for those for which Le corps 

à corps serves as first and only contact with the instrument, the lack of an already developed 

practice demands an authoritative presence through which to develop one. In the absence of 

Aperghis, who has deferred this presence typically held by the composer, it is instead filled by 

Drouet. The following generations of performers, following Drouet and other older 

percussionists’ footsteps, build a feedback loop that talks only to itself, and never in Farsi.  

 

 

Okho 

 

 Iannis Xenakis’s Okho was written in 1989 for Le Trio de Cercle in commemoration of 

the bicentennial of the French Revolution. Immediately striking regarding this fact is its 

orchestration: three djembes, plus what Xenakis describes as a “large African drum.” The 
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djembe is an African hand drum originating in Mali, a historical French colony, whose 

popularity has enabled it to spread throughout the rest of the continent. A popular reading of this 

seeming dissonance between the history of the French Revolution, its Enlightenment values, and 

the presence of African instruments is that it is a commentary on France’s colonialist practices in 

Africa. The implicit suggestion is that the values of equality, liberty, and fraternity have been 

foreclosed on in these practices, and/or they necessitate the inclusion of past and present colonial 

subjects in these values. The work becomes a glaring argument for the immanent contradictions 

in liberal humanism and universalism. There is, unfortunately, no documentation from Xenakis 

himself as to the intentions of the work. Nonetheless, given how glaring the statement seems to 

be, regardless of Xenakis’s intent, Okho remains a monument to this tension between colonial 

power and its Others.  

 Complex readings of Xenakis’s percussion works from this period are not unique to 

Okho. In the published edition of his percussion solo Rebonds (1987-89), the following quote by 

French music critic Jacques Lonchampt is included in the preface: “An immense abstract ritual, a 

suite of movements and of hammerings without any folkloric ‘contamination’, pure music full of 

marvelously efflorescent rhythms, going beyond drama and tempest. A new masterpiece.” These, 

again, are obviously not Xenakis’s words. We do not know whether it was his decision to include 

this quotation in the edition of the score or the publisher’s. However, it is striking the way that 

folkloricism is framed as a “contaminant,” which is reminiscent of much of the discourse I 

discussed surrounding Varèse and Roldán. Given that the folkloric musical cultures that the 

instruments of Rebonds’s set-up come from (bongos, a conga, tom-toms, and bass drums) are 

largely from cultures outside of Europe, it is difficult not to see iterated here the patterns we’ve 

seen in Western percussion before: translation of non-Western instruments into Western 
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percussion as an act of sublimation, and universalist rehabilitation. Also ironic is the fact that 

Rebonds, a supposedly “pure” and “abstract” masterpiece shares identical musical material with 

Okho, a piece written for what Lonchampt would no doubt classify as “folkloric” instruments 

(Figures 3A and 3B).  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3A: Xenakis, Okho, m. 133-134. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3B: Xenakis, Rebonds (A), m. 53-55.  

 

Transcribing what Lonchampt describes as anti-folkloric rhythms onto folkloric 

instruments presents an interesting phenomenological question: is the presence of a djembe on 

stage enough to instill these rhythms with an “African-ness”, or do the rhythms in turn pull the 
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djembes out of the realm of Africa and into a more “abstract” existence, the way we see bongos 

and congas similarly translated under Xenakis’s hand? In the thirty years since Okho’s premiere, 

the piece has come to hold a unique place in Xenakis’s catalogue. It is a percussion work that 

clearly bears Xenakis’s stylistic signature through its densely layered rhythms and virtuosity, but 

one where its instrumentation sets it clearly apart from its relatives such as Rebonds, 

Persephassa, or “Peaux” from Pleiades. I believe that no small part is that it is a more difficult 

piece to assimilate into the general Western canon because it demands a reliance on a high level 

of djembe technique. Beyond playing the instruments, acquiring high quality djembes is a 

difficult challenge to navigate if Okho provides one’s first contact with anything resembling 

African music. Once one finds the instruments, then one must learn to play them, developing 

control over techniques that can require months before being able to execute them consistently. It 

is then and only then that one can confront Xenakis’s notation, which is, to say the least, brutal 

even for the most virtuosic djembe players. Most versions fall short of this theoretical version 

played by master djembe players on artisanal instruments who also happen to be virtuosic 

interpreters of Xenakis’s notation. I should say that I believe that the honest attempts made by 

Western percussionists at this ideal are nothing to turn a nose up at, but they do illustrate the 

challenges of assimilating Okho into a repertoire that has already been thoroughly domesticated.  

 To ease this friction, the uniformizing forces of percussion have done something striking 

in the form of an arrangement of Okho orchestrated for Rebonds set-ups. The first iteration of 

this version appears to be a version performed by the Peabody Percussion Trio (graduate students 

at the Peabody conservatory) for a recording produced by Vic Firth (a stick and mallet company) 

in 2012. As I mentioned before, because the musical material is so similar, the djembe 

techniques Xenakis outlines on his staves translate quite easily onto a set-up of drums, even if all 
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the particular timbral textures are completely erased and replaced with an entirely different 

ecosystem. As sacrilegious as this feels, this version has become one that has spread rapidly 

throughout percussion ensembles and programs throughout America. I theorize the rationale of 

this model of translation to come from a few different places. Firstly, the entrepreneurial 

percussionist may not have the time to dedicate months to learning proper djembe technique on 

top of Xenakis’s notation before their next scheduled performance. Placing it on a familiar set-up 

(what percussionist hasn’t played Rebonds at this point?) and picking up sticks seems like a 

efficient solution, especially with the implicit permission of a reputable program like Peabody 

Conservatory. Secondly, an additional permission might come from Lonchampt’s preface itself: 

Xenakis’s music is supposedly abstract and pure, so does it really matter what instruments it’s 

played on? The rhythms of Xenakis become similar to the harmonies of Bach, where their 

abstractness implicitly rationalize even the strangest particular instances of their occurrence. 

What this accomplishes however, is not a complete erasure of cultural friction, but instead a 

transplantation of the dialogue onto purely Western terms. The only African presence left is in its 

glaring absence. All the questions Okho poses about race, colonialism, and power remain, but 

they seem to be answered: African bodies can be erased at will in order to sublimate them into a 

higher, liberal Western existence.  

 Further frightening is the fact that the video documentation of this arrangement is 

produced by an entity whose objective is to sell a product for profit, and specifically products 

that are used to strike drums. Djembes are hand drums, and even in Okho are only seldomly 

played with sticks.41 Therefore, the only way to make the work conform to a form that could be 

                                                        
41. Interestingly enough, Vic Firth also includes a video recording of Le Corps a Corps, 
though without any sticks involved. The question: in the absence of a discernible product, 
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used to sell this specific product is to fundamentally change the dynamics of the piece. The 

success of this project is articulated through the increased number of versions that use the 

Rebonds set up arrangement, and, the increasing normativity of the practice following the first 

transgression. Much like the derivative practices surrounding Le corps à corps that hold very 

little similarity to actual Persian tombak playing, it is my prediction that the continuation of the 

uniformizing process will transplant the djembe version as the standard, creating a mutation that 

leads to a performance practice more related to profit than to Africa; Vic Firth, Inc. than 

Xenakis. Okho is useful as a piece of music because of the complex and often fraught dynamics 

of colonialism and race at play within it. Circumventing these dynamics does a disservice to the 

intellectual and ethical lives of percussionists who must reconcile their own practices with these 

dynamics. 

 

 

 

Temazcal 

 

 The first time I played Javier Alvarez’s piece Temazcal, for maracas and tape, in a lesson, 

I played through the whole piece, and was standing in the percussion studio, sweaty and winded, 

while I awaited feedback. “Yeah, cool”, my teacher offered. “Do you know that you’re playing the 

main pattern backwards?” He went on to explain that, contrary to most percussive traditions whose 

rhythms are articulated by strong downward strokes on the main beats, that in joropo music (a type 

                                                        
how can aesthetic and performance practice take the form of a commodity, is beyond the 
scope of this paper and opportunity for future research. 
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of folk music originating in Venezuela and Colombia), from which Temazcal’s style of maraca 

playing is indigenous, the main beats of the rhythms are actually played with an upstroke with the 

dominant hand. The rationale for this is simple: up-stroking the main beat enables space to 

improvise with that hand as it descends, before being lifted again for the next beat. The non-

dominant hand mostly keeps time or assists in the more involved improvisations that the dominant 

hand leads. I, having no background in joropo music at the time, was playing them more like one 

would play a drum-set: my dominant hand was the timekeeper, with a strong downstroke on each 

beat, and my non-dominant hand was doing most of the filling. I left that lesson facing a number 

of decisions. The question at their heart was: how does this piece enable and disable a performance 

practice connected to its roots? 

 In the case of Temazcal, the question of where those roots lead is itself not a simple one. 

The instruments Alvarez writes for along with the basic rhythmic patterns and techniques he 

prescribes are clearly drawn from Colombian and Venezuelan joropo music. However, the tape 

part is by-and-large a work of 20th century electronic music. Alvarez himself is neither Colombian 

nor Venezuelan, instead coming from Mexico and doing much of his work in the United Kingdom, 

where Temazcal was composed. He has since returned to Mexico to serve as a major figure in the 

contemporary music scene there. His output is characterized by its influences stemming from Latin 

American dance musics from throughout the diaspora, which Temazcal is but one instance among 

many. As a result, Alvarez has become an important figure in the advocation of Latin American 

aesthetics in Western contemporary music. To highlight the implications of Temazcal’s legacy, I 

would like to take a walk through the decisions that a Western performer with no experience with 

joropo music (like myself) must make in its performance.  
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 Aside from seeing a performance of the piece, the first point of real contact will most likely 

be the score. In the performance notes Alvarez insists that “only the best quality, round-shaped 

maracas should be used”, anticipating a performer’s ignorance of the stylistic characteristics of 

these instruments. There is, after all, a wide number of different kinds of maracas made with 

different materials ranging from wood to rawhide to plastic. The performer is then presented with 

the fact that they can’t use just any maracas, but must instead find the right kind. Depending on 

where you are in the world, this may be a challenging feat indeed. This is further complicated by 

the fact that the type of maracas used in joropo music are called maracas llaneras, further 

cementing the difficulty of finding them unless you already know what you’re looking for. At the 

time that I was first learning the piece in 2017, I was lucky in that Steve Weiss Music, an online 

retailer based in Pittsburgh, was selling sets of maracas llaneras that were, somehow, endorsed as 

the official maracas of Temazcal. At my time of writing in 2020, these maracas as well as their 

manufacturer seem to have been discontinued, but for a point in time there was a concrete 

connection (self-proclaimed or otherwise) between an instrument manufacturer and an actual 

standard of percussion repertoire.  

 Once the suitable instruments are acquired, the next issue a performer faces is how one 

plays them. Temazcal’s alpha performer is Luis Julio Toro, a notable Venezuelan flutist and 

percussionist. Through Toro’s notable career throughout South America, Alvarez’s impetus for 

writing a joropo inspired piece as well as the ambiguity of his notation begins to make sense: 

ambiguity would allow for a performer already fluent in a style to bring it to life, much in the same 

way Aperghis trusted Drouet’s expertise in the tombak. Unlike Aperghis’s work, however, there 

is very little documentation of Toro’s performance of Temazcal. Furthermore, Toro remains based 

in Caracas rather than in any North American or European city, compounding a cultural distance 
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a European or North American performer faces with a prohibitive geographical distance to the 

piece’s best performance practice resource. To be sure, the piece has had no shortage of 

performances since its premiere in 1984, and many of these have come to be documented on the 

internet. Particularly striking is the establishment of a spectrum that these performances fall on. At 

one pole is the work as a piece for maracas (and not necessarily an authentically joropo one) and 

amplification, and at the other is the work as a theatrical piece that in extreme cases verges on 

almost being a dance. It almost goes without saying that the more involved the choreography of 

the work becomes, the further the techniques used resemble traditional joropo techniques. We 

begin to see that the maracas themselves might be more easily translatable than an instrument like 

the tombak. In the former, a lack of traditional performance practice (beyond basic control of the 

instruments) can still achieve fairly virtuosic results. In tombak playing, failure to activate the 

instrument the way it has developed in its culture to be activated simply reduces the richness of 

the sounds possible. I speculate, informed by my own performances as well as others I have seen, 

that an increased theatricality shifts the heart of the piece away from its origins as an electro-

acoustic work that highlights the sound of the maracas in relation to the tape piece, and instead 

transforms the maracas into a prop to be used to enhance the expressive power of the movement. 

As notable percussionists (typically those who are already advocates of theatrical percussion 

music) create more versions of this piece in this vein, the relationship between a performer and the 

instrument as mediated by Temazcal changes, and therefore the relationship between the performer 

and the very different practice of joropo music. Temazcal becomes a work of theater more than 

any kind of homage to Latin American music.  

 To be fair, Alvarez’s own notation itself loosens the grip of joropo music on Temazcal 

from the outset. He provides a table of rhythms with a brief explanation of the difference between 
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notes that are activated through a stroke and notes that result as a natural bounce, but gives no 

masterclass on how to achieve these sounds. Again, this is most likely because Luis Julio Toro 

already knew how to achieve these rhythms, and it is for this reason that Alvarez specifies 

memorization and improvisation as core values of the piece.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Javier Alvarez, Temazcal. Performance notes. 

 

The score itself provides one of these repeating patterns (or choices between them) along 

with a graphic representation of the activity of the tape activity so that the performer can align 

their playing with certain points. How the player does this is up to them, though. Thus, the 

performer, unless they are working with a joropo musician, will largely invent their own 

techniques the way many do with Le corps à corps. It seems that in both pieces the gesture made 
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by the composer of providing vague notation is made so that the performer’s own performance 

practice and expertise can shine through the piece. If the performer instead, and I would argue 

most do, develop their performance practice in relation to the piece rather than to the instrument’s 

actual indigenous culture, mutations are bound to occur. This is perhaps further exacerbated in the 

case of Temazcal in that the tempos implied by the tape as well as Alvarez’s markings are much, 

much faster than the traditional music the techniques are utilized in. It would seem then, that a 

degree of adaptation is necessary even if one is versed in maraca technique.  

 This necessity for adaptation of technique in order to bring it into dialogue with the 

immovable tape part, Alvarez’s specifications for amplification, and the physical spectacle of 

maraca playing all contribute to Temazcal’s evolution from an electro-acoustic piece for maracas 

into a theatrical piece involving maracas. Beginning as an electro-acoustic piece, Alvarez 

explicitly explains the position and angles of two directional microphones in front of the performer 

so that they can bring the maracas in and out of the zone of amplification to add a level of dynamic 

and textural depth to the mono-dynamic nature of the instruments. Therefore, in addition to the 

actual natural movements involved with maraca playing, additional movement is required to bring 

the maracas in and out of dialogue with the microphones.  

 I suspect, however, that the true force pushing Temazcal into a work of theater is the 

opening minute of the piece. For over a minute, the tape part unfurls while the performer is tacit, 

building intensity until the player explodes into the opening pattern of the piece. The tape part feels 

so tense that standing still for a minute without any kind of intervention only to enter with the 

impressive but no-doubt anti-climactic sound of the maracas poses the problem: what is the 

performer supposed to do to make that entrance speak with the drama it seems to imply? In most 

versions I have seen, there is a mirroring of the activity of the tape part: bodies begin on the floor 
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or otherwise coiled, slowly extending and expanding until contracting to a natural playing position 

as the maraca part begins. These choreographies are quite effective, but they open a door that is 

hard to close. Once you imbue the beginning of the piece with so much drama, the body becomes 

an explicit part of the performance, and the relationship with the tape part needs to be sustained, 

otherwise the beginning doesn’t make any sense. As a result, the necessitation of the body to stay 

engaged with the tape in an extra-musical way inevitably brings it into conflict with the movements 

Alvarez prescribes: namely the playing of the maracas and the tethering of the playing to the 

directional microphones. As a result of this evolution, most versions I see jettison the directional 

microphones completely, instead preferring either less conspicuous versions of amplification or 

none at all. Additionally, in the wake of choreographic needs, and more often than not a lack of 

maraca technique, the movements of the maracas prioritize the choreography the performer invents 

over the movements necessary to execute the traditional patterns.  

In this version, what begins as a cultural conversation between a traditional Latin American 

instrument with electro-acoustic sounds becomes a spectacle surrounding the percussionist’s body 

and the instruments they have adopted as props.  I think the lesson to be learned from Temazcal is 

that it appears very easy, in the wake of difficult avenues of translation, to find alternatives that 

enable an easier process of interpretation and subsequent domestication. These alternative avenues 

can even feel like innovation. Furthermore, we see in Temazcal the way in which both the 

composer and the performer can contribute to this process, but it is ultimately in the realm of the 

subsequent performances and dissemination of performance media that the piece evolves to erase 

friction and intercultural difference.  
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Marimba Spiritual 

 

 The second half of the 20th century was a time of globalization and reconstruction. In the 

wake of World War II, nations were confronted with what their national identities were in the 

wake of such tragedy, and what a world free of and immune to such pain could look like for the 

future. Perhaps for no other nations was this a more pressing concern than for Germany and 

Japan, who, in their defeat in the conflict, experienced not only a devastated infrastructure and 

economy, but national identities that then had to make sense of the suffering and guilt they had 

experienced. Germany turned to new utopian visions and musical systems built on rationality and 

anti-romanticism, bolstered by the foundation of the Darmstadt Courses. Post-war European 

composers decided to treat the war as a hard reset from which to rebirth not only Germanic 

musical expression, but musical expression in general. Japan, though facing less total destruction 

compared to Germany (with the notable exception of the trauma of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and 

fire bombings of Tokyo), confronted an equally complex position. In a world that, through 

capitalism and imperialism, had been dominated by Europeans and their colonial descendants, 

Japan had sought parity through a partial adoption of these European sensibilities, creating their 

own East-Asian imperial power through violence and conquest. Like all imperial powers, Japan’s 

cultural identity became interwoven with its military dominance. When this dominance was 

shattered in the wake of World War II, the question for Japan became one of finding new soil 

from which to regrow a shattered culture and national identity.  

In the realm of music, Japan was pulled in two directions. The decades after the war saw 

a number of notable Japanese composers leave Japan in order to study in Europe, revealing an 

acceptance of European aesthetics as the dominant artistic practice of an increasingly globalized 
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world. Others began to explore and invest in Japan’s own traditional music, drawing from 

theatrical styles such as noh, kabuki, and bunraku as well as Japanese court music, called 

gagaku. One of the styles to be born out this inward-looking impulse is the style of taiko, a 

highly physical Japanese percussion ensemble performed on daiko, drums of various sizes, and 

coordinated through the playing of a small gong called an atarigane. Though often marketed as 

an ancient and traditional art form, taiko as a genre is, as Angela Ahlgren situates it, “both 

modern and hybrid in origin,” instead emerging “against the backdrop of a rapidly industrializing 

post-war Japan,”42 Prior to this moment in history, daiko were used to accompany various 

Shinto-Buddhist festivals, but never in a large ensemble form or as a performance object in-and-

of themselves. Deborah Wong classifies taiko as “a decidedly contemporary form of ensemble 

drumming that is built on the bones of Japanese festival drumming.”43 Still, as Shawn Bender 

notes,  

While the Japanese notion of a mythohistorical “folk” from which all contemporary Japanese are believed to 
descend has been rightly criticized as a problematic modern formulation (Harootunian 1991), if used narrowly, the 
term “folk performing art” retains analytic utility. It centers attention on performance culture that is presumed to be 
a communal possession, expressive of that community, transmitted orally within it, managed by it, and owned by no 
one community member more than another.44 

  

In this sense, despite it being a genre born out of a contemporary reimagining of 

traditional aesthetics spurred by Japan’s urbanization and globalization, the structure of the 

                                                        
42. Angela Ahlgren, Drumming Asian America: Taiko, Performance, and Cultural 
Politics. (New York: Oxford Scholarship Online, 2018), 4. 
 
43. Deborah Wong, Louder and Faster: Pain, Joy, and Body Politic in Asian American 
Taiko, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2019), 4.  
 
44. Shawn Bender, Taiko Boom: Japanese Drumming in Place and Motion, (Berkeley, 
CA: University of California Press, 2012), 11.  
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ensemble and its pieces is very much that of a traditional music group, and can thus be said to 

belong to the people and place that the community manifests through. It is this unique 

combination of folk aesthetics and political practices coupled with globalization that has enabled 

taiko to spread around the world, as it has been adopted not just by members of the Japanese 

diaspora but by diasporic Asians and non-Asians as well. The powerful sonic experience of taiko 

coupled with the thrill of bodies in motion and the community built around these experiences has 

become a hallmark of Japanese musical culture since the 1970s.  

 It is no surprise then, the impact this “taiko boom” would have on Japanese composers of 

concert music. Notable avant garde Japanese composers such as Maki Ishii and Minoru Miki 

wrote pieces inspired by taiko, Ishii going so far as to compose a piece (Monochrome) expressly 

for the taiko ensemble Kodo, perhaps the most famous taiko ensemble in the world. Ishii’s solo 

work, Thirteen Drums, though not explicitly for taiko instruments, is most often realized by 

Japanese musicians on various daiko. These are often interspersed with more fully westernized 

instruments likes bongos and congas, all struck with bachi, the thick sticks used in taiko 

drumming. Miki’s offering to this genre is additionally interesting in that the small taiko 

ensemble he writes for in his Marimba Spiritual is used as a supporting ensemble for a marimba 

soloist. Where does the presence of the marimba come from? 

 Like Jean-Pierre Drouet and the French relationship with the tombak, the modern 

relationship between the marimba and Japan can be traced almost exclusively to a single person: 

Keiko Abe. Abe began her work as a xylophone and marimba soloist in Japan in the 1960s, and 

by 1980 had commissioned, premiered, and performed an impressive body of marimba solos 
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written for her by Japanese composers.45 It is a result of her efforts that much of the 20th century 

marimba repertoire of note comes from Japan, and these pieces, along with her own pedagogical 

compositions, are staples in a music school percussionist’s repertoire. It was through these 

activities that she gained the attention of the Yamaha Corporation, who, in its efforts to expand 

its instrument manufacturing to compete on a global level, were looking to develop its own brand 

of marimba. Through collaboration with Abe, Yamaha invented the world’s first 5-octave 

Western concert marimba, naming the model after Abe in recognition of her inspiration and 

contribution. Through performative virtuosity and capitalistic industry, an instrument indigenous 

to South America was transformed into an icon of Japanese prowess and culture.46  

 Marimba Spiritual was not Miki’s first collaboration with Abe, having already composed 

his Time for Marimba for her in 1969. In the fifteen years between these pieces, Abe and 

Yamaha had championed the marimba to such an extent that when the NHK (Nippon Hōsō 

Kyōkai) or Japanese Broadcasting Corporation commissioned the work from Miki, placing a 

marimba side-by-side with taiko instruments and rhythms seemed only natural. The work was 

premiered by Abe and the Nieuwe Slagwek Groep Amsterdam in Amsterdam in 1984. The 

particulars of this premiere performance suggest much about the way the piece would be 

performed by later groups. To illustrate this, I would like, once more, to biographize my own 

experience with the piece to highlight the elements and dialogues at play. 

 The first version of Marimba Spiritual I encountered was actually not the original 

rendition of the piece, which calls for marimba soloist and three percussionists, but instead an 

                                                        
45. See Modern Japanese Marimba Pieces 1 (Miki, Miyoshi, Sueyoshi, Ikebe) and 2 
(Miyoshi, Sukegawa).  
 
46. For a thorough biography of Abe, see Rebecca Kite’s A Virtuosic Life, (Los Angeles: 
Alfred Music, 2014). 
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arrangement for two people created by the Safri Duo. It was performed by my undergraduate 

professor, who performed the marimba part, and a doctoral student who performed the 

percussion part. From what I can remember of the performance I was impressed with the 

virtuosity of the performers, most notably recalling a colleague of mine remarking that the 

accompaniment part, when amalgamated to be played by a single person, was actually more 

difficult than the solo part. It was a year or two before I would hear piece with all four players, 

but the difference in energy when there are more bodies on stage was palpable. It was hard to 

deny that the piece had a flavor that felt Asian, despite most of the performers on stage not being 

Asian or having any experience with taiko. I knew then that I wanted to learn the marimba part, 

but wanted to wait until I was not in an environment where seemingly everybody was, in order to 

avoid feeling self-conscious. It was not until I was a graduate student and beginning my own 

research into taiko that my impressions of Marimba Spiritual began to be pulled into a greater 

context.  

 Taiko has become the focus of a vast amount of musicological research over the last few 

decades. Shawn Bender, Heidi Varian, Angela Ahlgren, Deborah Wong, and others have worked 

to theorize what it is about taiko that has enabled it to spread from Japan to become a globalized 

phenomenon. Ahlgren theorizes that it is “the intersections among identities, communities, and 

ideologies that puts taiko into practice”, and that in its joy and physical engagement, she 

recognizes “the deep pleasure of taiko practice and performance and indeed the pleasures of the 

art form as a site for critical inquiry.”47 While Ahlgren’s study chronicles the rise of taiko in 

North America, showcasing how the genre’s ethnographic identity can evolve and change as it 

                                                        
47. Ahlgren, Drumming Asian America, 3.  
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intersects with queer politics and globalization, Deborah Wong’s Louder and Faster centralizes 

it in North America as an art form about Asian-American bodies and their relationship with (and 

anger towards) “Americanness.” To return briefly to Anna Tsing, she discusses similarly themes 

through her encounters with Japanese-American matsutake pickers in Oregon. She posits that “a 

wild new cosmopolitanism has inflected what it means to be an American: a jostling of 

unassimilated fragments of cultural agendas and political causes from around the world.”48 As 

these unassimilated fragments sit side by side, hybrid cultures come about, as evidenced by the 

Japanese-American communities she encountered, who “were proud of their Japanese heritage—

as witnessed in their devotion to matsutake. But that pride was expressed in self-consciously 

American ways.”49 It is through this same tension that I classify translation in percussion, and I 

believe that taiko is a particularly poignant site of cultural inquiry.  

 American performances of Marimba Spiritual are concert music sites in the greater 

constellation of North American taiko, and this knowledge informed my decisions as I began my 

own work with the piece. Numerous philosophical questions revealed themselves right from the 

outset with regards to its instrumentation. Learning the marimba part felt comfortable enough, 

having played the instrument for years, so that I could treat it as a standard Western percussion 

instrument, rather than a symbol of Japan that it is under the hands of Keiko Abe. I was not, for 

instance, using Yamaha brand mallets or playing on a Yamaha brand marimba. I felt comfortable 

in my own expertise not to directly pursue Abe’s sound, but to rely on my own sensibilities and 

preferences. I note however, that my comfort in asserting my own identity as a marimbist is 

directly a result of my study of the instrument as a focal point of my undergraduate career, and 

                                                        
48. Tsing, The Mushroom at the End of the World, 98.  

49. Ibid., 100.  
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that this institutionalization that I was processed through is partially a result of Abe’s own 

advocation and career. Furthermore, performing the marimba part of the piece felt safer: the 

marimba has become a more cosmopolitanized instrument compared to the instruments found in 

the supporting ensemble, and does not call for as transparent an emulation of taiko as the 

percussion parts do. The marimba part offers a similar energy and joy, but with much less 

explicit cultural friction.  

 In approaching the supporting parts, the work becomes more complicated. I am not an 

Asian-American. Furthermore, I have never performed taiko in any kind of authentic context. 

My entire experience with the genre, and, indeed with Asian-American aesthetics in general, has 

been mediated through instantiations in Western-style concert music. Still, I knew that the 

energy of Marimba Spiritual is so deeply reliant on the bodily joy that Ahlgren, Bender, and 

Wong describe, and, something I suspect I feel a version of in my performance of the marimba 

part. Miki himself is very clear about the influences he is drawing from: the primary call rhythm 

performed by the ensemble throughout the piece is a borrowed rhythm from Chichibu Yatai-

bayashi, a festival drumming rhythm from the Chichibu region of Japan, the arrangements of 

which made by ensembles Kodo and Ondekoza have become repertoire pieces in taiko 

ensembles around the world. Miki is purposefully vague in his notation of the percussion parts, 

offering only relative pitch differentials between various instruments. Interesting, however, is 

that in his orchestration he suggests taiko instruments, but offers Westernized substitutions. For 

example, see Figures 5A and 5B.  
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Fig. 5A: Marimba Spiritual, rehearsal no. 12, m. 1-8. Miki’s suggestions for non-taiko 

instruments.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 5B: Marimba Spiritual, rehearsal no. 12, m. 1-8. Miki’s suggestions for non-taiko 

instruments, continued.  

 

 

Miki’s substitutions reveal that, despite this being a piece firmly rooted in taiko aesthetics 

and vocabularies, the transmissibility of the piece is more important than its fidelity to these 

origins. The percussion department at UCSD does not own any taiko instruments, nor do I have 

any in my personal collection. In my direction of this performance, then, I am faced with a 

complicated decision. Miki’s suggestions for western instruments, are, to my ear, completely 
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dissonant to what their proposed taiko counterparts would sound like. This however, implies an 

assertion of my own ear over the composer’s, implying that I consider my taiko ear to be more 

refined than Miki’s. I feel that I am saved only by my experience as a percussionist, and my 

resulting knowledge of substitutions that I feel would capture a sound more similar to taiko. My 

approximations are purely sonic, as I decide that a small metal pipe is the closest approximation 

we can make to an atarigane or that a pair of bongos is the best thing we have in the lack of 

shime-daiko. What is created is a simulacrum of a taiko ensemble, minus the Japanese bodies 

and instruments. And yet, I cannot help but feel that the energy and joy felt in the performance of 

Marimba Spiritual, despite the approximation of its elements to its inspirational source, is very 

much related to the pleasure that Ahlgren notes as a key factor in the genre’s spread around the 

world. I suspect that these energy plays a part in the spread of taiko throughout non-Asian 

demographics.  

 Marimba Spiritual reveals an extremely complex system of translation, transmission, and 

their relation to production. To what extent can the production of an instrument change its 

cultural identity? In the case of the marimba, we see a folk instrument indigenous to South 

America, Westernized by American instrument companies, and finally expanded and developed 

by a Japanese multinational corporation. The productive power of translation is so powerful as to 

make the marimba’s history inextricable from its connection to Japan’s musical identity in post-

war percussion. To what extent can the Yamaha YM-6100 Keiko Abe Model Marimba be said to 

be a relative to the instruments being played in Mexican villages and city streets? Furthermore, 

Marimba Spiritual’s taiko ensemble reveals a complex relationship between sound and culture. 

In most cases, taiko instruments are only partially used or not used at all in its performance, and 
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yet the sonic relationship between Marimba Spiritual and Yatai-bayashi is apparent, as are the 

bodily sensations that arise as a result of them.  

 As a percussionist and de facto cultural translator, I am then faced with the question: how 

do I manage the relationship between sensation and cultural identity? The answer to this question 

is, again, contingent on access and inheritance. I have expressed my own comfort in taking 

ownership of the marimba, having inherited a practice from a normative pedagogical model that 

centers the instrument. However, even if I had access to authentic taiko instruments, should I use 

them? I have never performed in a taiko ensemble, and have only scholastic knowledge of the 

techniques and musical vocabulary at play. To use them in the performance of Marimba 

Spiritual would make the performance more sonically authentic to the experience of a taiko 

ensemble, but is this an authenticity that I can reasonably lay claim to? At the moment, it feels 

more honest for me to use approximations from my own musical culture to as faithfully as 

possible create a simulacrum of an authentic taiko ensemble. Marimba Spiritual offers an 

interesting perspective. In contrast to Le corps à corps or Okho, I have not had first-hand study 

of the native performance practice regarding the instrument in question. With my experience 

with those two pieces in mind, however, I know a priori that were I to study and perform taiko, 

that my perspective and treatment of Marimba Spiritual would change. Ethically, however, 

making those decisions without those experiences does not feel like a step I can take. The most 

ethical avenue becomes the translation of taiko’s sensations into the creation of a simulacrum. A 

bubbling curiosity spurred by the simulacrum’s sensation’s relationship to their original in turn 

motivates pursuance of this line of life and interest to its source.  
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From the Margins to the Centers 

 

It is this sensation of curiosity that I hold in relation to Ngai’s concept of the interesting. 

The way in which her aesthetic judgment of the interesting marks a point in a process that has 

not yet concluded is apparent in my lack of knowledge of taiko or joropo: more data is needed, 

and points of connection can still be made before any kind of final analysis is arrived at. If the 

aesthetic judgment of the interesting is largely to do with communication, as Ngai posits, then it 

is a communication that is ongoing. I believe that each of these pieces reveal their own complex 

networks of communication that a particular performer can follow, and that different performers 

will find different aspects of them interesting. This is partially to do with the form of the pieces 

themselves, which I believe are high-quality pieces, but more to do with the cultural dialogues 

that lie implicit in their frameworks. These dialogues, furthermore, don’t have an end in sight. 

There is no teleology to them besides greater understanding and orientation in an intercultural 

system. 

 What is alarming about each of these pieces is the process of domestication that occurs 

within each of them. Through recursive interpretation based on versions of the pieces already 

removed from the cultural source that the instrument comes from, not only the pieces become 

stand-ins for the cultures they draw from in the discourse of percussion canon, but their 

constitutive elements become signifying of this discourse, as well. When I first began studying 

tombak, the question I would receive as my peers would observe me practicing was always “ah, 

are you learning Le corps à corps?”, as if there was no other reason I would be interested in the 

instrument other than the pursuance of the literature that had sublimated it from its Other status 

into something closer to the center of Western percussion. This process is ultimately not 
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dissimilar from the way Western portrayals of Janissary music became synonymous with 

celebration to the point of having nothing to do with Ottoman musical practices. Despite a 

century of critique and “revolution”, Western percussion is not free of the Enlightenment-era 

impulses that has driven music for centuries. 

 If European universalism is dependent on positing itself as the center surrounded by 

Others on its margins, the first step in understanding a mode of intercultural dialogue that 

deconstructs this model is the acknowledgment that Western music is but one center of many. 

Any kind of dialogue or resulting hybridization will ultimately occur where the respective 

margins of these circles, radiating out from their distant centers, meet. It is at these margins that 

first contact begins: in the above examples these are the dialogues between Drouet and 

Chemirani, Alvarez and Toro, or Xenakis and the djembe. What comes from these, however, is a 

recursive formulation of a discourse that gradually becomes separate from the original point of 

dialogue. Assumptions are made, practices are taken for granted, and ultimately the horizon of 

possibilities becomes limited. This process does, however, support more transient and surface-

level engagements: the pieces can be learned more quickly, the questions previously answered by 

prior interpreters, and the line on the performer’s repertoire list added. The utility of this 

discourse feeds handily into the entrepreneurial pressure percussionists feel to learn as much and 

acquire as wide a field of skills as possible, even if, as I have attempted to demonstrate, those 

skills are pale echoes of the practices they emulate. Resistance to the system that endorses the 

construction of constraining discourses, driven at first by Enlightenment-era liberal humanism 

and then reinforced by neoliberal market values, begins in these lines of life that aesthetic 

judgments live along. It is in these lines of life that an alternative model of dialogue can be 

dreamt of. Rather than a model built on subsuming the Other into a model of universalism, I 
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believe that dialogues built on aesthetic judgments of the interesting can be provide an 

alternative type of relationship and therefore percussionist: we move from the Total Percussionist 

of European universality into the Fragmented Percussionist of ontological difference.  
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Part III 

 

I have shown how percussion practice is coming to terms with a repertoire that is an 

artifact of the inheritance of Enlightenment-era values of liberalism and universalism. I have also 

illustrated how this coming-to-terms is set against a backdrop of late capitalist economic 

precarity, the postmodern sublime, and entrepreneurial impulse. I have also hoped to show that 

working within these large-scale forces are microeconomies and frictions that operate at the level 

sometimes of only a single life.  

 Part III seeks to further deconstruct the forces of universalism and the patterns of 

uniformity that have arisen from it. It is here that Immanuel Kant becomes a main figure of my 

consideration. His formulation of the universal, a foundational philosophical consideration for 

liberal universalism in general, is one that is predicated on the process of super-cultural 

abstraction until only the purest rational sense is left. It is this kind of universalism that sits at the 

heart of a percussion practice that endorses the treatment of different cultural practices as 

essentially similar rather than essentially different. Assumption of essential similarity erases 

friction and drives towards the uniform, a bizarre marriage of universalism and economic 

globalization.  

 I believe that this perverted Kantianism will be unmade at an aesthetic level, and 

particularly through the aesthetic judgment of the interesting and its proceeding actions. Actions, 

as Kant specifies, are what constitute our identities and sense of self, and this chapter will drive 

towards what kind of actions reimagine our canon as a lexicon of difference. What kinds of 

actions lead us into fragmentation? What kinds of actions lead us to understanding ourselves in 
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relation to an Other without the desire to reconcile them beyond mutual respect and 

appreciation? 

 

In Lieu of the Universal 

 
Percussion practice, as guided by universalism, has inherited many of the pitfalls of the 

pursuit of the universal.  In an age where the universal as a concept has been increasingly called 

into question, any catch-all claim towards dialogue across cultures should be interrogated, and 

few have done so more eloquently than François Jullien. Jullien, himself both a philosopher and 

sinologist, has built a career studying other cultures (though primarily China) and using those 

studies to in turn bring Western philosophical assumptions into question. In his On the 

Universal, Jullien makes the assertion that the universal as a concept is itself a product of certain 

historical and cultural factors such as philosophy, political structure, and religion that have 

changed throughout Western history. As these factors have changed and evolved, so too has 

conceptions of the universal, revealing this seemingly perfectly abstract concept as historically 

contingent. Because of this, he goes on to draw distinctions between the universal, and two other 

distinct categories that he calls the common and the uniform. The uniform “is the perverted 

double of that universal which is now being spread by globalization”, and is “authorized not by 

necessity but by convenience, arising from an interest not of reason but of production[.]”50 The 

common, on the other hand, is defined as the “place where things are shared” and “shows up the 

groundless ground in which our experience is rooted and to whose deployment it contributes.”51 

                                                        
50. François Jullien, On the Universal: The Uniform, the Common, and Dialogue 
Between Cultures, (Malden, MA: Polity Press, 2014), xi. 
 
51. Ibid. 
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Because the universal is proven to be culturally contingent, efforts at communicating across 

cultures based on Western philosophies driven by universal concepts proves to be impossible. 

Instead these efforts fall into renditions of the common and the uniform, each with their own 

implications of the dynamics at work within those exchanges.  

It is my belief that the practice of percussion in general, and Total Percussion in 

particular, falls victim to this same frustration. As well-intentioned and romantic a notion of 

percussion as a Great Musical Unifier across the world’s peoples is, the reality is a collection of 

endlessly different art forms and cultural practices, each with different languages, techniques, 

and roles in their musical cultures. An endlessly different and organic world of artistic and 

musical practices is neither easily commodifiable nor scalable, and thus the economic needs of 

industries built around folkloric art forms move towards creating scalable simulacra that can be 

used in Western art music. Additionally, assimilation of these instruments into an art form 

descended from Enlightenment liberalism rides quite comfortably in line with liberalism’s tenets, 

which are dependent on an uncivilized Other upon which to assert its universalizing power. As 

Part II showed, performance practices that only passingly relate to the intercultural styles they 

are based on stand in as the “universalized” proxies that have been constructed for them. 

Nowhere in the field of percussion is this more striking than at the Percussive Arts 

Society’s International Convention (PASIC), held annually in Indianapolis, Indiana. The 

Percussive Arts Society (PAS) serves as a centralizing body for all the iterations American 

percussion may appear in. You may find some of them familiar: orchestral percussion, world 

music, drum set, marching drum corps, and new music. The paragon PAS member is someone 

who is knowledgeable and enthusiastic about most if not all of these, and commands some 

understanding of the inner workings of their practices. The reason I say the PAS model sounds 
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familiar is because it very much mirrors the job requirements of percussionists attempting to 

pursue careers at American universities. Far from being a utopian vision of a percussive world 

united, PAS is but another entity tied to the whims of a global capitalist landscape and its 

precarious job market. Operating as a nonprofit, PAS receives a significant amount of its 

operational funding from corporate sponsorship from various instrument manufacturers, either in 

the form of explicit partnership or individual donation. This practice largely normalizes the 

marriage of percussion as an art form with instrument producers, even (and perhaps especially) 

multinational corporations such as Yamaha, to the point where individual artists themselves 

pursue a portfolio of corporate sponsorships. In Western art music, these percussionists typically 

teach at universities, and we begin to see a marriage between various “brand families”, academic 

institutions, and the aesthetic interests of the performer/institution in question. As we recall, the 

very origin of Total Percussion as a marketing scheme explicitly normalizes this behavior. 

This ultimately returns me to Jullien, and his conception of the uniform. To Jullien, the 

uniform is the category that must most be resisted and avoided. It is the great force of mass-

produced culture that brings elements of life into uniformity so that they can be most widely 

applied in the interest of production and capital. The uniform bases itself on an erasure of friction 

and difference that hastens the transition of ownership and production of culture into the hands 

of only a few entities, defined by their wielding of capital. In particular relation to other cultures, 

Jullien notes that “anything…that still escapes this uniformity will be considered behind the 

times; or else…it will be placed on reserve, put in cellophane wrappers, and conscientiously 

protected as the great folklore of nations on the basis of an ‘authentic’ tradition.”52 Difficult 

elements to uniformize are left as “authentic” and branded as unchanging and unchangeable. To 

                                                        
52. Ibid., 14. 
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uniformized percussion, this means styles that are expensive or difficult to reproduce in an 

economic way. These styles, such as Indonesian gamelan, taiko, or Korean samul nori, are left to 

the realm of ethnomusicology, as if they are the only percussion practices reliant on a language, a 

dress, or a culture to define them. 

The forces of uniformity are magnificently illustrated in PAS and general Western 

percussion culture. In the failure to achieve true universality in the music and culture of 

percussion music (which naturally remains exclusive of other global percussive art forms that are 

not easily represented in an Indianapolis convention hall), PAS’s great unifier is instead the 

instruments themselves, and, as an extension, the producers of those instruments. At PASIC, an 

entire exhibit hall is dedicated to instrument and sheet music producers who come to sell their 

wares at the convention. However, exhibiting at PASIC is expensive, which is exclusionary of 

small businesses.53 Each of them has its own clan of artist-endorsers; the artists’ performances 

backlit by massive banners tagged with the logos of these companies. The message of these 

performances reads not only as a presentation of musical performance, but as a live marketing 

instance for the instruments and hardware that are being used. The dream of a universal 

percussive art form instead devolves into an art form commanded by uniformity, where any 

difference is articulated merely through branding and cosmetics. After all, if an instrument is 

going to be included in this uniformity, it must undergo changes in order to become easily 

assimilated into the rest of its brand family. We’ve spoken about bongos placed on stands and 

struck with sticks, but the same fate has befallen guiros, marimbas and xylophones, cymbals, 

                                                        
53. Aaron and Lexie Fiorini, founders and owners of Artifact Percussion, wrote a 
fascinating blog post about why they did not attend PASIC, largely having to do with 
prohibitive costs, toxic atmosphere, and PASIC’s “catering to big business.” See Aaron 
and Lexie Fiorini, “Why We Didn’t Go to PASIC 2018”, Artifact Percussion Blog, 
artifactpercussion.com, November 15, 2018. This article also features an update for 2019.  
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cowbells, etc. Each one has had its own transformation in order to be brought into the 

constellation of branding. The grand irony is that within these productive entities, true innovation 

is rare. The differences between instruments from different companies are mostly cosmetic, and 

each company takes its own spin on marketing a “vintage” or “traditional” sound, which of 

course is a tactic divorced from any actual historicity.54  

This process of uniformity as it exists in percussion is a translative process of affirmation 

and forgetting; translation and exclusion. We have seen throughout percussion’s history, best 

embodied by the practices surrounding its literature, a practice of breaking off the common parts 

of a foreign culture’s practices in order to be integrated into a larger percussive body, and a 

simultaneous exclusion of the parts that would challenge the ability of that translation to succeed 

in the first place. By fencing off a convenient territory of what can become integrated, this 

territory becomes the extent of the elements that can be pursued and modified into an organic 

practice. For percussion, this means that as our conceptions of authenticity and folkloric 

traditions are appropriated by the forces of production and put in competition with each other, 

the variety of choices of instruments, as well as what can be done with them, will naturally wane. 

What percussionists will be left with is a market of instruments which are nearly identical. 

Jullien explains that “diffusing the similar…turns it into the only landscape we have and so gives 

it accreditation.” What this means is that if the only avenue percussionists have to engage with 

traditional instruments is mediated by productive entities, then whatever those entities define as 

“authentic” will de facto be taken as such. On the other hand, elements that are not easily 

translated and uniformly diffused are branded as ancient and unchanging traditions; practices to 

be put in museums and appreciated for their lack of modernity. In their challenge to being 

                                                        
54.  For examples, see Figures 6, 7, and 8 in the Appendix. 
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uniformized, engagement with them transports one from the realm of percussion into the realm 

ethnomusicology, a distinction that uniformized percussion articulates through PASIC and 

American academia’s activities and generic partitions. 

It will become my position that confronting this process of uniformization will be in part 

a prolongation of this process of translation. It will also involve a re-evaluation of the boundaries 

uniformized percussion has drawn between its realm of production and the Others that it cannot 

integrate as easily, which are left to ethnomusicology. The former is reinforced by production, 

marketing, and a certain approach to the canonization of repertoire, while the latter is best 

defined as musical practices that present a challenge to being abstracted. As bleak a landscape as 

a uniformized percussive world may paint, there is no reason to give up hope in the face of the 

failure of the universal. Jullien suggests that in face of this failure, one method of dialogue across 

cultures may be in the realm of aesthetics. For Jullien, this process of constructing a common 

through which to have dialogue begins with intelligibility:  

 
What I discover in thought from elsewhere or from here is still ‘co-herent’, since it is effectively held together and 
internally justified. Thus, intelligence is really that common resource, always in development as well as infinitely 
shareable, for the apprehension of coherences and the process of communication through them.55  
 

 

What Jullien means by this is that, when looking at another culture whose systems may at 

first seem inscrutable, the first step in constructing a dialogue is acknowledgment that the culture 

is internally consistent and justified. We can trust, looking at another culture, that it experiences 

its own tensions and oscillations similar to ours. As an example, Jullien points to Islamic and 

Chinese cultures, whose philosophical stances and ethical codes have developed very different 

from the West’s, but still remain internally consistent with their own histories the way ours do.  

                                                        
55. Jullien, On the Universal, 138. 
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Jullien pursues a “ground of intelligibility”, predicated on the identification of another 

culture’s internal justifications, which in turn will yield a “ground of understanding,” where a 

culture can remain in dialogue with another as well as itself without losing its own cohesion, 

despite the changes that may occur. Jullien calls this engagement “self-reflection.” “[T]he human 

reflects upon itself…in its various relationships. It reveals itself through those of its facets that 

are illuminated and deployed by multiple cultures as they patiently and intently probe each other: 

in resistant translation between the original languages and their target languages[.]”56  

This self-reflection may hold a key to resisting uniformization. Two cultures in contact 

with each other can form a ground of intelligibility, wherein they recognize each other as 

internally coherent, though the particulars may be difficult to understand at first. From this 

ground of intelligibility, further careful probing and prodding may be pursued through dialogue 

that helps to construct a “ground of understanding.” Important here is that both cultures retain 

their autonomy and internal coherence, even as they may experience shifts and changes as a 

result of engaging with each other. This understanding is constituted by a subject’s self-reflection 

as to its own behaviors and beliefs in relation to this new alternative model. This self-reflection, 

in turn, and therefore this ground of understanding, is primarily initiated by aesthetic judgments. 

These judgments provide a mode of engagement that can be completed even though the 

respective cultures of the subjects may inform very different conclusions. A subject from one 

culture and a subject from another can regard the same aesthetic phenomenon, but each will take 

away from this experience an aesthetic reaction respective to their own internal, intellectual 

reflections on their relationships. Proceeding from Kant, Jullien notes that a claim to beauty is at 

its heart a claim to the universal, but that even if a sense of universality cannot truly be achieved 

                                                        
56. Ibid., 171. 
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between these two subjects, that a kind of curiosity and appreciation arrives in the wake of the 

claim’s effort. Even though the universal as Kant formulates has proven to be impossible, 

pursuing it despite this can have its benefits. 

 
 The idea of the universal understanding between cultures, present or past, a horizon never reached or even 
attainable since it is always hiding behind all the proposed universalisms, plays a no lesser regulatory role in guiding 
the search for it (Kant 1969). It gives this search its urgency and even imposes it upon the mind as a necessary task 
to be pursued ‘as far as it is possible’, even if its conclusion is never seen; at the same time it continually leads the 
mind into this work.57  
 

Jullien speaks of how aesthetic judgments lie at the core of intercultural dialogue, but 

what if they also lie at the core of this urgency and necessity? To Kant, the impulse to pursue the 

universal is one that is rooted in the pursuit of truth: when the variables of culture are stripped 

from a concept, what is left that applies to all rational beings? The truth is, however, that try as 

they might, rational beings cannot be separated from their culture, and their very conception of 

universality is no exception. Nonetheless, as Jullien asserts, something still remains attractive 

about the universal understanding between cultures, and he maintains that it is a noble goal to be 

pursued. It seems as though the issue faced is a teleological one: why bother pursuing something 

that can’t be captured? This kind of continual leading of the mind is a departure from Kant’s 

teleological conception of reason, and I think lies more in line with a process of fragmentation. 

The exact nature the aesthetic judgments at play falls in line with Sianne Ngai’s 

conception of the interesting. At its core is a process that is driven by continual intake of data 

and evaluation in order to orient an aesthetic impulse within a network of other impulses and 

interests. It is these kinds of judgments, in the interest of Jullien’s “common sense of the human” 

and the universal understanding between cultures that I believe construct Jullien’s “ground of 

understanding.” As I showed in Part II, these judgments between individuals from different 

                                                        
57. Ibid., 95. 
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cultures result in changes to both sides, though internal coherence within both parties is 

respectively maintained. In the absence of the universal, dialogue across cultures (instantiated 

here through practice of percussion) takes the form not as an arrival at sameness and universality, 

but as a process of overlaying and folding claims of beauty regarding the same phenomena 

between two monadic agents within their respective cultures. In this way, the postmodern 

sublimity of untraceable avenues of production, representation, and transmission is partitioned 

by individuals who attempt to construct grounds of understanding through their own unique and 

personal interactions. The uniformity of capitalist production is not subverted by a changing of 

the postmodern productive model, but instead transformed by the subject’s personal and unique 

relations to the products themselves, and the way these aesthetic relationships are communicated 

in dialogue with others. 

 

Interesting Processes and Dialogues 

 

The process of intercultural dialogue and its construction of grounds of understanding are 

governed by aesthetic judgments and the categories they can fall into in the postmodern era. In 

her Our Aesthetic Categories, Sianne Ngai tackles three of these categories: the cute, the 

interesting, and the zany, and traces their developments and implications, providing examples to 

illustrate how our culture engages with aesthetic experiences that can be classified as one of 

these three. In the opening sentence of Our Aesthetic Categories, Ngai sets forth that 

  

This book makes a simple argument about the zany, the interesting, and the cute: that these three aesthetic 
categories, for all their marginality to aesthetic theory and to genealogies of postmodernism, are the ones in our 
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current repertoire best suited for grasping how aesthetic experience has been transformed by the hypercommodified, 
information-saturated, performance-driven conditions of late capitalism.58 
 
  

She classifies these three categories, what she qualifies as “vulgar” in contrast to the 

“classical” categories of Kantianism. Rather than the beautiful and sublime, which exist largely 

in abstraction, Ngai situates her categories as being connected to the binding processes of late 

capitalism in a “historically concrete way.” These processes are defined as production, 

circulation, and consumption, with respective categories that support and aesthetically 

characterize these processes. Furthermore, because of their centrality to postmodernist 

contemporary culture, these categories “offer ways of negotiating these problems affectively, 

both at the formal, objective level of style...and at the discursive, subjective level of judgment.”59 

At the core of her argument is that these historically concrete aesthetic categories can provide 

clues to navigating the problems that the late capitalist processes of production, consumption, 

and communication bear with them. The way we engage with art and make aesthetic judgments 

are shaped by the times and culture they exist in, but also reveal the patterns that take place 

within that culture. 

As I’ve mentioned throughout this paper, of particular use for percussion and 

intercultural dialogue is the category of the interesting.  Being primarily concerned with 

communication, the interesting’s processual and anti-teleological nature provides clues for how 

the interesting can shape dialogues and engagements. Modern conceptions of the interesting 

begin with the breaking of judgement and analysis from each other as a result of contemporary 

                                                        
58. Sianne Ngai, Our Aesthetic Categories: Zany, Cute, Interesting, (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2015), 1.  
 
59. Ibid., 2. 
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criticism’s focus on “the explanation and/or interpretation, as oppose to the valuation, of literary 

work…yet the persistence of the interested as both judgement and style points to the continuing 

possibility of this imbrication[.]”60 The interesting, Ngai argues, is not an aesthetic claim in and 

of itself, but a judgement deferred until further analysis can take place. The interesting creates a 

relationship not only in space, but in time. “What makes ‘interesting’ of value is how it links 

heterogeneous agents or agencies together. More specifically, the judgment seems to create or 

facilitate kinds of ‘betweeness’—relays, conduits, associations—that in turn facilitate the 

circulation of ideas, objects, and signs.”61 It is a statement of sensual connection to an aesthetic 

object, but an uncertainty as to the specific nature of that connection. The uncertainty must be 

assuaged and oriented “toward other subjects in the creation and presentation of evidence”, and 

“calls attention to a deeper connection between the interesting, evidence, and the formation of 

discursive publics.”62 The most effective works that can be classified as interesting, therefore, are 

those who can tie effective lines of communication between the highest number of other works, 

as their respective sensations become classified and contextualized through the networks they 

inhabit. Still, it is a mistake to classify the interesting as a pure exchange of detached, empirical 

or theoretical data. “[T]he experience of the interesting begins with a feeling…falling 

somewhere between an affect and a desire. It is thus a judgment based not on an existing concept 

of the object but on a feeling, hard to categorize in its own right, that in spite of its indeterminacy 

aptly discerns or alerts us precisely to what we do not have a concept for (yet).”63 The question 

                                                        
60. Ibid., 112. 
 
61. Ibid., 114-115. 
 
62. Ibid., 115. 
 
63. Ibid., 116. 
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of the interesting becomes one of understanding what it is about an object that triggers this desire 

or affect, and how we use concepts and networks of knowledge to create a concept for this new 

experience.  

Important to a judgment of the interesting is its reliance on evidence. When one makes a 

claim that something is interesting, it follows that they must also provide evidence to defend this 

claim, a feature that is unique to the interesting as far as aesthetic judgments go. There are no 

defining, objective traits that make a thing interesting the way there are various traits can be 

objectively described as “cute,” “silly,” or “tranquil,” to choose just a few. The interesting is a 

claim to be supported, and is thus coupled with anxiety. In search of this evidence, what usually 

follows is the orientation of the interesting as a perception of difference against the backdrop of 

the familiar. Following this, Ngai says “one could therefore argue that the nonaesthetic feature or 

judgment that the interesting depends on is that of being ‘different’ or ‘new.’ Yet features like 

‘different’ and ‘new’ are fundamentally comparative or relative (new how? different compared 

with what?) and are thus more unstable, provisional, and ultimately transient than nonaesthetic 

features such as ‘round’ or ‘bright.’”64 The inability of the aesthetic features to be uniformly 

nailed down, and the following reliance on a very vague evidential relationship between 

difference and sameness carries weight, as “the problem posed by the interesting is thus not a 

dearth of admissible evidence but rather the proliferation of too many possible kinds, the task of 

legitimizing this particular evaluation becomes unusually difficult to the extent that it also 

becomes unusually easy.”65 The interesting therefore is not qualified by any non-aesthetic 

characteristics that can identify it by form (beauty and symmetry, cuteness and roundness, etc.). 
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Instead the interesting can come in seemingly endless forms depending on the subject engaging 

with it. In the hands of a percussionist subject who is universally minded, this can provide the 

rationale for glossing over problematic assumptions of transcultural similarity, where prohibitive 

and fascinating differences of instrumentation and musical content are ironed out because what is 

more interesting is the way they appear to be similar to one’s own background. Furthermore, 

these problematic judgments are difficult to assail because there are no non-aesthetic 

characteristics inherent in the object that can undermine the claim. Any criticism must come 

from the systems surrounding the aesthetic object. This is the trap Ngai outlines in the above 

quote. In the hands of somebody who is oriented towards the interesting as a mode of engaging 

with difference, however, it can provide a mode of entry to a process of dialogue that can lay the 

groundwork for the beginning of a musical practice that does not look only inwards for self-

confirmation. 

Proceeding from Jullien, if intercultural dialogue in the face of uniformity can be most 

effectively managed through aesthetic experiences, I believe that the interesting may provide a 

clue as to the nature of what these aesthetic dialogues look like. As Western percussion becomes 

engaged with styles on the margins of its own culture, making a judgment of them being 

interesting is a natural starting point of an aesthetic engagement. The affects and desires that 

Ngai outlines are spurred on by the affects and feelings experienced as a result of the music 

itself. A Western percussionist then is faced with the task of integrating this new percussive 

model into their already established network of percussion-related concepts, and this is the 

critical point. It is a comforting and less-anxiety-inducing path to look at a new percussive 

practice and to frame the tension between the similarities and differences regarding one’s own 

practices in a way that favors the sameness rather than the difference. Integration then becomes a 
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simpler task, as does transmission into one’s native musical culture, as we have seen in the 

pieces I spoke about in Part II. If, however, one approaches the orientation of this new practice 

based on its differences, then the motivation becomes not one of integration but of exploration, 

the latter of which can create a horizon to pursue rather than a box to fit.  

The interesting is an appealing route because it marks a point in a process. Citing 

Schlegel, Ngai notes that “interesting literature has no ‘endpoint’ other than the subjective 

individual, who embarks on a ‘restless’ quest for eclectic novelty, or for ‘individuality that is 

original and interesting,’ that is guaranteed never to satisfy him fully.”66 Other judgments 

belonging to other aesthetic categories often present themselves as being conclusive, but claims 

to the interesting are transparent about their deferrals to a later time and place. The interesting, 

therefore, subverts Kant’s claim to the beautiful, which can be claimed “without…having to 

verify it by any evidence, indeed even if I state that it is widely disapproved of by people around 

me, I no less claim a priori a universal approval for this judgment. And it is legitimate for this 

very reason.”67 Ngai’s conception of the interesting therefore complicates both Kant and Jullien, 

providing an aesthetic judgment that enables communication the way that Jullien sought through 

his treatment of Kant, but reliant on evidence and process rather than a conclusive and inherently 

valid claim towards universality. This model appears to be particularly conducive to an act of 

dialogue. In percussion, the positive similarities that created a claim to universality show in the 

negative just how nuanced the differences between percussive practices are. The similar yet 

ultimately incommensurable qualities of their technical and cultural relationships supplies a 

necessary friction that requires delving deeper into the difference, spurring an aesthetic claim to 
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the interesting. It is as if a small thread pokes its head out, and upon the attempt to remove it, one 

ends up pulling and pulling until the entire sweater is unraveled. What a dialogue between 

cultures reveals is that each of the agents has a wealth of context and repertoire in their 

respective cultures, and that any engagement with another culture, spurred by interest, will be 

oriented in relation to these backgrounds. The ground of understanding ensures that new and 

alien cultural material is put into relation with the cultural background a subject already has. The 

result of the ultimately irreconcilable difference is a friction whose heat manifests as increased 

encounters with the interesting the deeper into the dialogue one chooses to go. Pieces like Le 

corps à corps, Temazcal, Okho, or Marimba Spiritual, for example, can provide a wealth of 

opportunity for re-visitation as their performer becomes more engaged with their cultural 

components. With perhaps the exception of Okho, their notation is purposefully constructed with 

room for variation, and endless versions can be created and revised as the performer becomes 

more acquainted with the instruments and the culture surrounding them. It is revealed that other 

cultures and their repertoires are not static things that can simply be learned and disseminated to 

future generations, regardless of what notational systems have been devised to smoothen out this 

process. Intercultural dialogue is instead an overlapping of frictional difference driven by the 

aesthetic appeal of the interesting, a process which compounds itself the deeper that one pursues 

it. Still, because the act of judging an aesthetic object as interesting is ultimately an open-ended 

action with a deferred conclusion, eventually the subject must decide on exactly what is 

interesting. They must then use their networks of relations and concepts to reclassify the 

interesting object into a new aesthetic category and act on it.  
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The Fragmented Percussionist 

 
To Kant, agency, action, identity, and morality are all intimately intertwined. Nowhere is 

this more eloquently articulated than in the work of Christine Korsgaard. In her Self-

Constitution, Korsgaard identifies the way in which our actions are self-constitutive, and that 

morally good actions are those whose actions are ends in and of themselves. She argues that “in 

the relevant sense there is no you prior to your choices and actions, because your identity is in a 

quite literal way constituted by your choices and action.”68 These actions, however, are held in 

tension with the various practical identities that the subject associates with: for example, the 

tension between being a friend and being a parent, the tension between being a musician and 

being a spouse, etc. A subject can occupy many different practical identities that work together 

and pull-apart to constitute the nature of the subject, supported by actions that, when termed 

“good” actions, work to bring these identities into harmony with each other. Central to action 

and identity is normativity and necessitation: one must constantly work, in the face of choices 

one must make, to make themselves. “In other words, what it is to be a person, or a rational 

agent, is just to be engaged in the activity of constantly making yourself into a person.”69 It is 

within this repeating and differentiating process of personhood-in-becoming that I suspect our 

answer to the dilemma of universalism may lie. Let us paint a picture of the universal 

percussionist. The universal percussionist is different from the total percussionist in that the 

universal percussionist is what the total percussionist strives to be. Where the total percussionist 

is multicultural, the universal percussionist has transcended culture, and, therefore, achieved the 
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highest level of percussion enlightenment that can be achieved. As is quickly revealed, however, 

the state of the universal percussionist is not only impossible to achieve, but undesirable. As a 

universal and nearly beatific figure, the universal percussionist is beyond the access of the 

cultural elements that connect the art they make to the people it would engage with. To make a 

sound as the universal percussionist is to immediately muddy the hands of an otherwise perfect, 

abstract practice. By playing a note, that note echoes as a particularity that orients it in the 

network of culture, art, and politics. The universal becomes not a mode of liberation, but 

alienation. Something that Total Percussion has struck upon in its quest towards universality is 

that it is, contrary to its pedagogical theory, the very choices between what we pursue and what 

we don’t pursue that constitute who we are as percussionists and artists. It is our choices that 

define us and breathe life into our practices, and to pursue percussion as a totality is to eschew a 

life enriched by friction and difference. Percussion is not universal, but it can put us into a mode 

of receptivity that can keep us open to change. As Joe Panzner writes, “what does remain 

universally communicable is not the inner sensation of beauty itself, but the conditions under 

which these sensations can occur—the conditions of receptivity as such, or the style of variation 

through which these transformative, receptive experiences can occur.”70 The trouble and anxiety 

facing percussionists lies within the current cultural and pedagogical model that holds 

“percussionist” as the personal identity under which all other percussion practices can be 

theoretically subsumed, coupled with an economic model that tells us it is our duty to do so, 

rather than as a process of becoming. When a student is handed the mantle of “percussionist”, 

they look out over a vast expanse of practical identities that lie in other cultures (liberal 

universalism’s Others) and are told that the way to become a percussionist is to bring these into 
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harmony with each other. The easiest way to rationalize and “accomplish” this task is to 

highlight the similarities (mostly having to do with fundamental technique) and to do one’s best 

to ignore or to quiet the nagging voice in the back of one’s mind that this doesn’t actually feel 

like true intercultural engagement. Instead, the percussive subject should be empowered in their 

choices to constitute themselves and their identities, and to luxuriate in the dialogues and 

frictions that take place. 

 In the face of overwhelming economic and cultural pressure, I wonder if it is more 

destructive than helpful to neatly wrap up a career with the moniker of “percussionist”. If 

“percussionist” loses its status as the umbrella term in which we classify ourselves, we are left 

only with the fragmented practical identities we have chosen for ourselves: it becomes revealed 

that the only reason I’ve believed that I need to have an opinion or feelings on any particular 

percussive practice is because I’ve been told I should, by nature of my own practice’s 

fundamental similarities. What I theorize here is a model of free agency in the field of 

percussion, where the connections between artistic practices are observed by their differences, 

and individuals who choose to engage with these are doing so not out of economic anxiety or 

entitlement, but by the particular resonances that their aesthetic judgements highlight: actions in 

and of themselves, and therefore good actions. I advocate for rather than a Total Percussion, a 

Fragmented Percussion, or a Percussion of Difference, with the belief that the most fecund and 

meaningful artistic and personal connections will happen on these small, individual scales, 

driven by agency, choice, and a process of dialogue. Actions in-and-of-themselves are ultimately 

in conflict with an entrepreneurial philosophy as well as liberal humanism, which are predicated 

on actions towards economic or “civilizational” teleology. Unless the percussionist bases their 

practice on these kinds of liberalist goals, however, this teleology is antithetical to an artistic 
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practice based on patience and understanding, due to economic and philosophical urgency. It is 

this kind of latter practice, this patience and understanding, that the Fragmented Percussionist 

embodies.  
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Conclusion 

 

 The realities of postmodernism, neoliberalism, and universalism coalesce to pose the 

following question: how is it possible to have a meaningful artistic practice while simultaneously 

confronting the problematic legacy that has given percussion practice the materials through 

which it has and continues to constitute itself? This paper has attempted to show, as Anna Tsing 

demonstrates, that within these broader cultural realities are microeconomies and frictions that 

reveal the contingencies of cultural movements that would otherwise seem sublime and all-

encompassing. More than anything, I have advocated for if not a change of direction, an 

increased consciousness of the scenery around us as it whizzes by. It is only by this act of 

noticing that we as an artistic practice can begin to slow down and consider how we are 

complicit in what Lisa Lowe calls “the economy of affirmation and forgetting”71 that has married 

Enlightenment values with capitalism. Affirmation at the cultural level, however, must begin at 

the individual level. Percussionists, to some extent, must be reminded that they are people before 

they are professionals, and people capable of connecting with other people based on the things 

they find meaningful and beautiful, rather than what is economically viable or attractive. Equally 

as important is a coming-to-terms with and consideration of the things that percussion as a 

culture has elected to ignore in its establishment and continued activities. Perhaps, now that we 

have been established in academia as an instrumental art form, we should no longer acquiesce to 

the Enlightenment model of Western art music that conservatories traditionally subscribe to. 

Perhaps we can unmake the Civilization-Other dichotomy and celebrate difference as the first 
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and foremost practice of an artistic life. Perhaps it is time to make the values of Beethoven and 

Mozart come to us.  
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Appendix 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Pearl’s “Folkloric Series” Congas. 
 
These are some of Pearl’s highest-end congas, branded as a part of their “Folkloric” series. Pearl 
is an international Japanese instrument company. Note that they are partially made from 
fiberglass and predrilled to be put on a stand. 
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Figure 7: Dream’s 22” “Vintage Bliss” Series Crash/Ride Cymbal. 
 
Dream is a Canadian instrument manufacturer. Their “Vintage” series aims at the sound of a 
“Turkish” cymbal used in 50s and 60s American Jazz.  
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Figure 8: Meinl’s Batá Drums 
 
Meinl is a German instrument company. These instruments are made of fiberglass, but are 
nonetheless marketed as having a “traditionally authentic sound.” 
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